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david hammons

African-American Flag 1990

Resistance

    in this summer’s big exhibition, resistance , Moderna Museet co-operates 

with the Museum of  Modern art  in  new York. the exhibit ion is  based on the 

MoMa -production: the Path of Resistance, which shows how art has developed as a 

political and social force, from the 1960’s till today. the american works are juxtaposed 

with works from the Moderna Museet’s collection. 

    following world war i i , the conquering usa experienced a decade of success and 

confidence. the next decade saw an abrupt end to al l  of this: the Kennedy murder, 

the Vietnam war and the icy -cold relation with the eastern block revealed a gash 

in the shining metal hul l  of society. the model state was shown to be corrupt, 

chauvinistic and painfully prejudiced. 

    the socia l ly  or ientated art  of  the 60’s  and 70’s  had put a focus upon ‘the 

message ’ . the  images  which  grew more  d is t inct  and  poster- l ike, were  o f ten 

combined with cogent paroles. But reality changes, as do our concepts of “justice”, 

“freedom” and the “model state”. within polit ics, the “left” and “right” proved to 

be diff icult measures of social values.

    

dur ing  the  80 ’s  and  the  90 ’s  the  estab l i shment  and  other  power  s t ructures 

were  quest ioned  in  a  more  subt le  and  less  conf ident  mode. the  res i s tance 

expressed i tse l f  more  de l icate ly  as  rea l i ty  proved i tse l f  to  be  less  concrete 

and more ethereal. 

    during the 80’s artists began using images derived from mass-culture and often 

altered their meaning by employing sophisticated methods. artists like cindy sherman 

and Barbara Kruger took the commercial message of these images as well  as the 

deeply rooted conceptions of race, gender and class. using these, they managed to 

scrutinise the fabric of society and ruffle the lay of our hair. 

    dur ing  the  90 ’s  the  c i rc le  i s  c losed  and the  aesthet ic  v iewpoints  o f  the 

post-war era can again be observed. however the messages has been camouflaged 

and the “roots” infi ltrated. 

curator

joshua siegel 

co-ordinator at 

Moderna Museet

david elliott 

MoMA
the MuseuM of ModeRn aRt in new YoRK
MoMA Meets ModernA 1960-2000

Modern MuseuM stockholm 19.5-26.8 2001



MoMA  In this summer’s big exhibition, Resistance, Moderna Museet co-operates with The Museum of Modern Art in New York. The exhibition is based on the MoMA-production: The Path of Resistance, which shows how art has developed as a political and social force, from the 1960’s till today. 

willie cole

 domestic i:d, iv

 iron scorch and pencil on paper

 mounted in recycled painted wood

 window frame. (1992) 
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This year’s exhibiTion aiMs for 

precisely This concreTe 

experience of freedoM. iT opens 

wiTh a Key worK by joseph 

beuys, The end of The 

TwenTieTh cenTury. iT was beuys 

above all who was The 

indefaTigable spoKesMan for 

The concepT of liberTy, giving iT 

plasTic expression as a field 

of energy: capiTal = creaTiviTy. 

he hoped ThaT wiTh The end 

of The old and beginning of 

The new cenTury our warMTh 

would be enough To generaTe 

life in whaT was inorganic.
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t
oday, in artistic and poetic activities in gener4l, i think it is 

absolutely necessary to retrace past paths again; from a strictly 

objective and not a deliberate subjective point of view. only 

in this way is it possible to express the complexity of our time. the 

importance of recovering the concepts of “place” and “continuity”, 

the necessity of historiographical revision - avoiding any cult of trend 

and tendency - will produce a vital, synergetic development and a 

straightening in whatever the artistic expression.

i
deologists subdued by the concept of “progress” (material, intellectual, 

etc.) have partly increased a sense of “uncomfortablness” in the 

human condition. the results of this progress have contributed to 

the destabilization of man. he is no longer able to find his own center 

(both socially or individually) within reality. he is constantly conditioned 

to achieve accumulation, to acquire wealth, to pursue arid careers 

etc. - not only for economic safeness but mostly, to affirm his own 

identity consequently he has lost a certain sense of profound 

aesthetic pleasure. he wrongly tries to find his own legitimacy 

exteriorly, but doesn’t find it due to a consumistic system solidly 

founded on deprivation: a necessary assumption needed for its 

surviving and affirmation.

P
erhaps, too pretextly, contemporary art abusing metaphors 

even if ripe with undoubtful evocative values), has focused 

its effort on finding the most suitable symbol. But symbols - 

apart from a few involuntary, sporadic cases - can’t be configured 

as autonomous objects.

t
oday, in contemporary art, the tragic sedimentation of signs, 

words, objects, its addition to something that is totally contrary to 

what it really is and being less, is due to the fact that art seems 

to become a perfect surrogate of fiction, an analogical simulation of 

imitation. rather than conceiving forms and images, we presumptuously 

give form to ideas!, we communicate a sense or a meaning, without 

having previously understood its content, or, worse still, without 

having previously singled it out.

W
ithin this progressive exhalation of the artifice, concepts are 

deprived from their substantial dynamically, consequently 

and inevitably producing, an affected effect, rather than 

the necessary debates and participation. What should evolve will 

subsequently devolve.

noT only for The arT

by Andrea Pagnez
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signs. nevertheless, if the artists’ desire is to reach an almost absolute 

ethical beauty, they will have to conceive a highly ‘opener” art, and 

also maintain a boundless faith in the public’s fruition. in fact, even 

if the artwork is autonomous and definite, it will still give rise to the 

inevitable, personal interpretation that renders it existent to one of its 

possible aspects. therefore, it is possible to configure the faculty of 

interpretative freedom with the creative participation of the viewer, 

who is capable of establishing a sort of creative dialogue of the artwork 

he is viewing: sometimes this dialogue is determined by the viewer 

himself, at other tunes it is determined by the inner intensity of the 

artwork itself. consequently, it appears that only “simplicity” (intended 

as a lack of affectation) is the value to be pursued; but how can this 

simplicity be possible, if nowadays art is surrounded by scenery of an 

extremely complex and differentiated reality, where eclecticism of 

the contemporary thought is dominant? Art cannot avoid observing and 

referring to its own time, because to evoke other possible or imaginary 

worlds is a form of mystification. therefore, at this point, the six 

memoranda for the third millennium on which calvino wrote about 

in his “American lessons” just few years ago - luminosity, quickness, 

exactitude, visibility, Multiplicity, consistency - must be duly kept in 

mind. if we want to improve and develop our culture, perhaps we 

should pursue this way. however, it is also logical that artists mustn’t 

deliberately look back on history: they should be conscious that 

the most important thing to do is to go over once again history’s 

space-temporal contest. conflicts, contradictions, dystonias, in one 

word the continuos failures of contemporary art, follow the fact that 

today art seems to have the chance of realizing “possible utopias”, 

while, to the contrary, all it does is put mankind in front of its ordinary 

condition, continuously covering it with the fictitious veil of fiction. 

enticed in this factious process, art not only mystifies reality, but 

also itself as it belongs to reality. inevitably, both authors and 

public become participants, protagonists who have lost all trace of 

innocent behavior because they are entrapped inside cultural habitats 

continuously mutable and discordant.

t
oday human behaviors are induced, as needs are artificial. this 

is the historical condition of today’s mankind. this is the new 

mechanism of its cultural production. if we ask for conditions 

(and concepts!) of such lost freedoms, we stray from the point (and 

at that same point we will arrive) of not accepting reality, that reality 

that man compromises with, and corrupts day by day. inside this 

reality, human potentialities are strongly reduced, while values are only 

dictated by the individualistic, particular deformities of taste, and the 

unrefined uniformity of fashions. it is a reality that our comprehension 

has difficulties of holding: a reality often indecipherable, most of all 

because man obtusely continues to be an accomplice, a slave, a 

victim of his own greed: he doesn’t research what he should be 

searching for. if it is true that mankind moves towards a culture of 

“becoming” and not of “being”, we have to understand that “becoming” 

doesn’t coincide with “having”.

i
n the culture of “having” we would look like just temporal dwarves, 

deprived from each sense of “existing”; if, instead, we were to 

choose the culture of “being”, we would still have some hope in 

simply confirming ourselves as Men and Women. to be objective, 

honest, sincere, it doesn’t cost so much...

however, a part from this personal consideration, i believe that art, 

nowadays, must look for continuity, progressive shifting, gradual 

transformation, and active integration, adopting languages capable 

of sintomatica]ly and semantically re-conducing mankind toward the 

present experience of “today”. if the artificious and artificial needs of 

contemporary man will cause artists to be more open and reflect on how 

serious the problem of the “artificiuos” is, only then can art be considered 

once again as an “anticipation” of what will be tomorrow, giving us new 

notable and logical answers to our questions.

(to be continued in the next number)

A
rt is changing its own identity: it is becoming a way of a 

conceptual communication that just produces effect however, 

requesting and soliciting an effort of acknowledgment that is 

the exact contrary to the deceitful appearance of its supposed “truths”. 

this, at the same time, creates difficulties for the artists as well as for 

the creative management, and definitely creates difficulties for the 

fruition of shown art works in galleries, museums or alternative spaces. 

the public should be totally free to choose “how” to view, in accordance 

to its real effective needs and desires.

c
ontemporary art is truly art when viewed and recognized in all 

its passed meanings. it ought to have qualities such as continuity 

and openness, though now unfortunately, it only seems to 

survive because it has been dequalified to an inferior range, as if it were 

simply one of the many ordinary commodities.

t
he congestion of signs and images that characterize our society 

and culture is subdued by a constant, progressive impoverishment 

of the messages’ inner meanings, which the artists wish to 

profuse in their works. today, messages only exist as mnemonic 

stipulations, weakly reactive: they are mere graphic or decorative 

BeloW: niKKi
A younG doBerMAn livinG in FinlAnd
2001 diGitAl MAniPulAted PhotoGrAPh
By Petru russu

andRea Pagnez is A 
FreelAnce critic BAsed in veneZiA
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on The road
PAintinGs By 

g r a h a M e  s y d n e y
1 june - 26 augusT

aucKland arT gallery
 Toi o TaMaKi 

po box 5449 aucKland new zealand

T. + 64 9 307 7706 f. + 64 9 302 1096 bjorKluc@aKciTy.govT.nz

the auckland art gallery toi o tamaki 

has the most extensive collection of 

new zealand and international art in the 

country.  a public art museum located 

within two buildings, the Main gallery and 

the new gallery, it exhibits work from 

its collections along with an ambitious 

programme of national and international 

touring exhibitions.  the Main gallery, first 

opened in 1888, encompasses artwork 

ranging f rom the european masters 

to new zealand greats such as colin 

Mccahon.  the new gal lery, opened 

in 1995, is dedicated to contemporary 

art.  Located at the corner of wellesley 

and Kitchener streets, the auckland art 

gallery is open from 10 am to 5 pm 7 days 

a week.  for more information please 

phone 64 9 309 0831 or visit our website 

at www.akcity.govt.nz/artgallery.



MODERNA MUSEET 
feRnado BoteRo 
29.9.2001 - 13.1.2002 stocKhoLM 

fernado Botero (b. 1932) is the most famous colombian artist on the international scene. his fame is based on his naive portraits of rotund humans 
and animals. the paintings, not seldom paraphrases of famous art-historical pieces, radiate a peculiar stillness and mild satire. due to his family’s high 
position in society, Botero could freely hackle the corrupt ruling class of his country. 
autumn 2001 is the first time Botero’s paintings are shown in sweden and at Moderna Museet. the exhibition puts it’s emphasis on works from the 
50’s and 60’s and is made in close collaboration with fernando Botero himself. 



GALLERIA D’ARTE L’OCCHIO DI ELISABETTA DONAGGIO
DORSODURO 181, 30123 VENEZIA TEL & FAX + 39 041 522 65 50  e-mail: galleria.locchio@tin.it

daVid daLLa Venezia
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the 49th international exhibition 

of art wil l  open to the 

public on 10 June 2001.

a new challenge, a new charge of vital energy 

for this “new Biennale” that is undergoing continual 

expansion and transformation.

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  e x h i b i t i o n  o f  a r t  o f  2 0 0 1 

takes the form of a Platea del l ’umanita, Plateau 

of  Mankind, Plateau der Menschheit , P lateau de 

l ’humanité -  a  vantage-point  f rom which to see 

and to be seen; the visit ing public is not only the 

spectator but also a leading participant in an ample 

space that affords an encounter between public, 

artists and their works.

with aperto 80 the doors of the Biennale were 

for the first time thrown open to the up-and-coming 

generations and to the new artistic languages they 

were using; then came daPeRtutto, which abolished 

all distinction between established and young artists, 

with no one style taking precedence over another. 

now, the journey through the arts undertaken by 

harald szeemann, the director of the Visual arts 

sect ion of  the B iennale  d i  Venezia , passes into 

another fruitful stage, emerging onto a Plateau of 

Mankind from which it is possible for the gaze to 

reach beyond its own l imits.

“the Plateau of Mankind is not a theme as such 

but rather a declaration of responsibility -to history, 

to the events of  the present day. i t  opens up a 

dimension.. .” artists look at the world and address 

the world, searching out  and recount ing a l l  the 

multiple dimensions of contemporary humanity. the 

Plateau of Mankind serves to observe and capture 

the feelings and stories that are narrated in and 

through the works of young artists; there are social 

problems, environmental themes, the rhythms of 

everyday l ife, new technology and the world wide 

web of  informat ion, work and sport , happiness 

and tragedy.

on a single large upland (Plateau), from where 

one can look out to view humankind, young artists 

f rom a l l  over  the  wor ld  o f fe r  the i r  account  o f 

the present day; whilst alongside them look out 

Bien
n
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those figures who contributed to the artistic 

revo lu t ions  o f  the  twent ie th  centu ry.  a l l 

p resent  in  one  s ing le  exh ib i t ion , wi thout 

divisions of t ime or space.

it is no coincidence that the international 

exhibit ion begins with the social  utopia of 

Joseph Beuys and his sculpture “the end of the 

twentieth century” (1968), which opens e way 

to a single massive exhibition extending from 

the ital ian Pavil ion in the castello gardens 

through to the arsenale spaces of the corderie, 

the artiglierie and the gaggiandre: one single 

it inerary in which the public is led from one 

surprise to another.

and th is  enormous P lateau of  Mankind 

embraces not only the works that are part 

of  the internat ional  exhibit ion proper, but 

the entire exhibit ion -  that is, the national 

participations in the giardini  pavi l ions and 

those  o rgan i zed  a t  va r ious  o ther  venues 

throughout the city.

the Plateau of Mankind does not set any 

l imits of geography or theme; and it is also 

open to contr ibutions from the other arts: 

c inema, poetry, music, theatre  and dance. 

some of the artists of the cinema have taken 

up the chal lenge and opportunity  of fered, 

abandoning their  usual  space (the cinema) 

and their usual public, to measure themselves 

against  the exhib i t ion space i tse l f. in  the 

same way, poets wil l  offer their  own work 

in exhibit ion alongside the works of visual 

art ists ; and theatre, dance and music  wi l l 

also dedicate part of their own programs to 

participation in the great event. in this way, 

the Biennale di  Venezia wi l l  carry forward 

its long-term project for interaction between 

the arts, with al l  the various sections of the 

organization involved in continual  creative 

engagement.

the  exh ib i t ion  spaces  s tand  a longs ide 

the spaces for  theatre, the teatro P iccolo 

arsenale and the teatro al le tese. thus, in 

the very heart of the arsenale complex, there 

are venues in which the time and rhythm of 

theatrical spectacle can unfold in the midst 

of the continuing presence of the exhibition. 

this unbroken dialogue between the directors 

of  the var ious sect ions of  the Biennale d i 

Venezia has molded the 49th international 

exhibition of art into a single great event that 

wil l  attract the attention of the international 

world of art.
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gaggiandRe

exhiBition Venues

The gaggiandre, Tese delle vergini and giardino delle vergini

after the isolotto comes the long quayside that extends along the eastern side of the arsenale. onto this give 

the gaggiandre, two large wet-docks bui lt  in 1568-1573 to designs attr ibuted to Jacopo sansovino. next 

to the gaggiandre and the sixteenth-century tese (housing the teatro delle tese), the eastern side of the 

arsenale is bound in by the Tese delle vergini  (3,400 square meters), which is divided into four different 

areas and has an ample garden behind it. after partial use in previous years, this building wil l  for the first 

t ime be widely exploited as an exhibition venue.
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plaTeau of ManKind

by harald szeemann
 

The 49Th inTernaTional exhibiTion of arT opens iTs doors on june 10Th 

no set theMe was aPPLied in choosing the aRtists; indeed, it is 

theiR woRK which decides the diMension of the eVent. so, afteR 

daPeRtutto we coMe to a PLateau of ManKind. the teRM “PLateau” 

eVoKes VaRious associations: it couLd descRiBe uPLands; it Might suggest a 

Base and foundation; it is aLso a Raised PLatfoRM. the BiennaLe of VisuaL 

aRts, theRefoRe, hoPes to seRVe as a Raised PLatfoRM offeRing a View oVeR 

ManKind. in the 1950s an exhiBition entitLed “the FAMily oF MAn” tRaVeLed 

aRound the woRLd; and at the Beginning of this new MiLLenniuM ouR 

titLe hoPes to suggest a LinK with that show. howeVeR, at PResent the 

chances of aLL indiViduaLs actuaLLY foRMing one singLe faMiLY do not LooK 

PaRticuLaRLY hoPefuL, in sPite of the faith PRofessed in gLoBaLization and 

the fact that nuMeRous waLLs aRe Being - oR haVe Been - thRown down. 

eVeRY daY we see ReLigious and ethnic diffeRences - oR eVen the BaLd desiRe 

foR PoLiticaL suPReMacY - giVe Rise to new confLicts that can Lead to waR. 

and in the Reaction at aRtists now one can see a cLeaR diffeRence to that 

of ten YeaRs ago: theRe is no LongeR the intense affiRMation of one’s own 

identitY, But RatheR an aPPeaL to what is eteRnaL within huManKind - an 

aPPeaL that is onLY VaLid if it dRaws on what is LocaL and “Rooted”. at this 

Point, the centuRY-oLd stRuggLe Between the aBstRact and the figuRatiVe 

seeMs finaLLY to haVe BecoMe a PaRt of histoRY. the awaReness of sPace 

and tiMe (and of how sPace can BecoMe tiMe) is now PaRt of a shaRed 

heRitage, so Much so that soMe coMMitted aRtists haVe actuaLLY Been aBLe 

to fRee theMseLVes fRoM the PoweR of autonoMY and indePendence, and 

shift theiR woRK in the diRection of desiRes, BehaVioR and waYs of seeing 

that aRe shaRed BY aLL huMan Beings as such - a PRocess which can Be 

undeRstated oR tuRBuLent; can Be seen in teRMs of aesthetics oR as a waY 

of unMasKing the tRuth. this yeAr’s exhiBition AiMs For Precisely this concrete 

exPerience oF FreedoM. it oPens with a KeY woRK BY joseph beuys, the end 

oF the tWentieth century. it was BeuYs aBoVe aLL who was the indefatigaBLe 

sPoKesMan foR the concePt of LiBeRtY, giVing it PLastic exPRession as a 

fieLd of eneRgY: cAPitAl = creAtivity. he hoPed that with the end of the 

oLd and Beginning of the new centuRY ouR waRMth wouLd Be enough to 

geneRate Life in what was inoRganic. this is the Message conVeYed BY these 

LuMPs of tufa a which Lie on the gRound LooKing it uP at us with staRing 

Round eYes, LiKe so ManY PRehistoRic fish that aRe waiting to Be set 

fRee. aLongside BeuYs, VaRious otheR aRtists of the twentieth centuRY aRe 

giVen the chance to offeR a concentRated account of theiR excePtionaL 

contRiBution to aRt. theRe is cy TwoMbly, whose geneRous gestuRes 

RestoRe MYth to the ModeRn woRLd; richard serra, the cReatoR of a 

new concePt of the MonuMentaL; niele Toroni, the chaMPion of Painting 

as tRace. then coMe a nuMBeR of those conteMPoRaRY aRtists who haVe 

focused on the huMan figuRe - foR exaMPLe, ron MuecK - and VaRious 

otheRs aRtists who aRe incLuded in the, stiLL PRoVisionaL, lisT of exhibiTing 

arTisTs.

joseph beuys
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chanTal aKerMan, BeLgiuM /fRance. francis 

alys, BeLgiuM /Mexico . gusTavo arTigas, 

Mexico. vanessa beecrofT, itaLY /usa. joseph 

beuys, geRManY. richard billinghaM, uK. 

eMery blagdon, usa. boTTo e bruno, itaLY. Tania 

bruguera, cuBa . 

chris burden, usa. 

Maurizio caTTelan, 

itaLY /usa , coM & 

coM, switzeRLand. cracKing arT group, itaLY. 

chris cunninghaM, uK . josef dabernig, 

austRia. lucinda devlin, usa. sTan douglas, 

canada. aToM egoyan, egYPt /canada. juliao 

sarMenTo, PoRtugaL .  helMuT federle , 

au s t R i a .  r e g i n a  g a l i n d o, c o s ta  R i c a . 

yervanT gianiKian,  itaLY  . angela ricci 

l u c c h i ,  i ta LY .  l u i s  g o n z a l e z  pa l M a , 

guateMaLa. paul grahaM, uK. veil granö, 

finLand. federico herrero, costa Rica. gary 

hill, usa. laura horelli, finLand. yishai 

jusidMan, Mexico. ylya and eMilia KabaKov, 

uKRaine /usa. Marin KarMiTz, fRance. abbas 

KiarosTaMi, iRan. susan Kleinberg, usa. jeff 

Koons, usa. MarKo lehanKa, geRManY. david 

lynch, usa. TuoMo Manninen, finLand. eva 

Manisaldi, itaLY. viKTor MaruschTschenKo, 

uKRaine .  stReet MaRKet/  barry Mcgee, 

sTephen powers, jaMes Todd, usa. Marisa 

Merz, itaLY. priscilla Monge, costa Rica. 

ron MuecK, uK. Marco neri, itaLY. ernesTo 

neTo, BRaziL . carsTen nicolai, geRManY . 

olaf nicolai, geRManY. arnold oderMaTT, 

switzeRLand. joao onofre, PoRtugaL. TaTsuMo 

oriMoTo, JaPan. Tanja osTojic, sLoVenia. 

Manfred pernice, geRManY. paul pfeiffer, 

usa. john pilson, usa. neo rauch, geRManY. 

heli reKula, finLand . gerhard richTer, 

geRManY. gerd rohling, geRManY. alexander 

PaRticiPing aRtists
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Maurizio caTTelan, itAly /usA
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roiTburd, uKRaine /usa. Tracey rose, south 

afRica. MiMMo roTella, itaLY. anri sala, aLBania. 

charles sandison, finLand /scotLand. sarenco, 

itaLY /KenYa. ene-liis seMper, estonia. richard 

serra, usa. sanTiago sierra, sPain /Mexico . 

lars silTberg, sweden. nedKo solaKov, BuLgaRia. 

eliezer sonnenschein, isRaeL. georgina sTarr, 

uK. do-ho suh, RePuBLic of KoRea /usa. javier 

Téllez,  VenezueLa . alessandra Tesi, itaLY . 

jaiMe david Tischler, costa Rica. niele Toroni, 

switzeRLand /fRance. richard TuTTle, usa. cy 

TwoMbly, usa. salla TyKKä, finLand. KeiTh Tyson, 

uK. eulalia valldosera, sPain. MinneTTe vári, 

south afRica. francesco vezzoli, itaLY. bill viola, 

usa. MassiMo viTali, itaLY. jeff wall, canada. 

Magnus wallin, sweden . nicK waplingTon, 

uK .  Maaria  wirKKala, f inLand .  zhen xu, 

china. vladiMir zacharov, Russia /geRManY. 

heinozobernig, austRia. sunday jacK aKpan, 

nigeRia. erich bödeKer, geRManY. seni caMara, 

senegaL. gilberTo de la nuez, cuBa. john goba, 

sieRRa Leone . engdageT legesse, ethioPia . 

hans schMiTT, geRManY. Marco nereo roTelli, 

itaLY. 

cracKing arT group, itAly

  indiViduaL nationaL exhiBition
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naTional pavilions  austRaLia, LYndaL Jones. austRia, geLatin, gRanuLaR=sYnthesis. 

BeLgiuM, Luc tuYMans. BRaziL. canada, geoRge BuRes MiLLeR, Janet caRdiff. czech 

RePuBLic and sLoVaK RePuBLic, iLona nÉMeth, JiRi suRuVKa. denMaRK, henning 

chRistiansen, uRsuLa ReuteR chRistiansen. egYPt, Mostafa RaMzi. fedeRaL RePuBLic 

of YugosLaVia, oLeg KuLiK, MiLiJa PaViceVic. finLand, toMMi gRonLund, PetteRi 

nisunen. fRance, PieRRe huYghe. geRManY, gRegoR schneideR. gReat BRitain, 

MaRK waLLingeR. gReece, eRsi hatziaRgYRos, niKos 

naVRidis, iLias PaPaiLiaKis, chRYssa RoManos. hungaRY, 

taMÁs KoMoRÓczKY, antaL LaKneR. iceLand, finnBogi 

PÉtuRsson. isRaeL, uLi Katzenstein. itaLY,. netheRLands, RoB JohannesMa, JoB KoeLewiJn, 

MaRK MandeRs, Liza MaY Post, aeRnout MiK, MichaeL RaedecKeR, fRanK Van deR saLM, 

MiKe tYLeR, MaRiJKe Van waRMeRdaM, edwin zwaKMan. noRwaY, andeRs toMRen. PoLand, 

Leon taRasewicz. RePuBLic of KoRea, do-ho suh, MichaeL Joo. RoMania, aLexandRu 

Patatics, ghe.RosoVszKY. Russia,. sPain, ana LauRa aLaez, JaVieR PeRez. sweden, Leif 

eLggRen, caRL MichaeL Von hausswoLff. switzeRLand, andY guhL, uRs Luthi, noRBeRt 

MosLang . united states of aMeRica, RoBeRt goBeR. uRuguaY, VenezueLa, VictoR hugo 

iRazÁBaL. aRgentina, LeandRo eRLich, gRacieLa sacco. Bosnia heRzegoVina, cLaRa 

BLeiBtReu. chiLe, Juan downeY. cRoatia, JuLiJe KnifeR. estonia, MaRKo LaiMRe, ene-Liis 

seMPeR. RePuBLic of Macedonia, JoVan sciuMKoVsKi. iReLand, sioBhan haPasKa, gRace 

weiR. JaMaica, aLBeRt chong, Keith MoRRison, aRthuR siMMs. JaPan, YuKio fuJiMoto, 

naoYa hataKeYaMa, Masato naKaMuRa. Lithuania,. LuxeMBouRg, doRis dRescheR. 

new zeaLand, JacQueLine fRaseR, PeteR RoBinson. PoRtugaL, Joao PenaLVa. RePuBLic 

of aRMenia, sona aBgaRian, naRinÉ aRaMian, MheR azatian, noRa BadaLian, diana 

hagoBian, aRa hoVseP ian, haMLet hoVsePian, daVid KaReYan, tigRan KhachatRian, 

hoVhannes MaRgaRian, KaRinÉ MatsaKian, tateV MnatsaKanian, saMueL saghateLian, 

haRutYun siMonian, aRPinÉ toKMaJian. RePuBLic of cYPRus, andReas KaRaYian. 

RePuBLic of LatVia, iLMaRs BLuMBeRgs, ViestuRs KaiRiss, LaiLa PaKaLnina. RePuBLic 

of singaPoRe,saLLeh JaPaR, chen Kezhan, Matthew ngui, suzann VictoR. RePuBLic of 

sLoVenia, o1001o111o1o11o1.oRg, VuK cosic, tadeJ PogacaR. tuRKeY, guVen inciRLiogLu, 

MuRat MoRoVa, Butch MoRRis, ahMet oKteM, seRMin sheRif. uKRaine, igoR dYuRYch, 

igoR PodoLcgaK. BoLiVia, RaÜL LaRa, hoRtensia MonteneRo, chRYstaL osteRMann 

stuMPf, RicaRdo PeRez aLcaLÁ, gaston ugaLde. coLoMBia, nadin osPina. costa Rica, 

Rafa feRnande, ViLLacRuz. cuBa, Luis gÓMez aRMenteRos, hiBRaiM MiRanda RaMos. 

ecuadoR, JosÉ antonio cauJa, aLfRedo eguiguRen. eL saLVadoR, RenÉ chacon, VLadiMiR 

MontufaR. guateMaLa. haiti, MaRio BenJaMin, gueRdY PRÉVaL. honduRas, Regina 

a guiLaR. Mexico,. nicaRagua, hugo PaMa iaRRa. PanaMa, aLessandRa i. Rosas 

f., aRistides uRena RaMos. PaRaguaY, 

chRistian ceuPPens, adRiana gonzaLez 

BRun, LucY YegRos (aRetÉ). PeRu, MeLiton 

RiVeRa. doMinican RePuBLic,. china /hong 

Kong, s iu -Kee  ho, chi-wo Leung, eLLen 

Pao. taiwan,chien- chi chang, MichaeL 

Ming-hung Lin, shu- Min Lin, shih-fen Liu, 

wen-chih zang. 

PaRticiPing countRies

chris burden, usA
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addRess of 

PResident 

PaoLo BaRatta

On 9 June the 49th 
International 
Exhibition of Visual 

Arts of the Biennale opens its 
doors under the direction of 
Harald Szeemann, who takes this 
year’s show as a further 
development upon the 48th 
Exhibition of 1999.

I would like to take this 
opportunity to tell you that 2001 
is a year of key importance in 
the realization of the strategic 
objectives the new Biennale di 
Venezia has set itself, both at an 
organizational and artistic level.

As far as the former is 
concerned, there has been an 
extension of planning capacity, 
which is indispensable if the 
Biennale di Venezia is to play an 
active role in its various fields 
of activity, and at the same time 
develop closer links with external 
organizations and bodies.

A significant move in this area 
has been the creation of a single 
unit for Dance, Music and Theatre, 

which opens the way to more 
long-term planning in these three 
sectors.

The Biennale di Venezia is 
also establishing an increasing 
number of agreements with other 
institutions (universities, 
foundations, etc.) and of co 
production agreements with 
artistic bodies and theatres. 
Extended planning capacity is also 
essential if we are to promote 
new links with the public and 
establish new forms of dialogue 
with potential sponsors. Dialogues 
are currently in progress with 
important bodies both in Italy and 
abroad.

Where possible, the Biennale di 
Venezia has also worked to create 
new well-equipped structures and 
spaces to serve as both exhibition 
and theatre facilities. In 2001 it is 
envisaged that a further 6-7 
billion lire (2 million pounds) 
will be invested in the Arsenale 
restoration -primarily in providing 
better facilities for the performance 
and exhibition spaces created by 
the restoration of two years ago.

2001 is also the year of the 
starting of the first part of the 
special project involving ASAC 
(our important Archive collection), 

costing 4.5 billion lire, this three-
year project will involve the 
reclassification of the collections 
and extensive digitalization.

In the meantime, the collection 
continues to grow, accumulating 
material relating to all the various 
activities of the Biennale di Venezia 
- an accumulation in which the 
Biennale offices have been assisted 
by Tele+ (Cinema) and RaiSat 
(other Sections).

Communication with the public 
is also changing. The website in 
particular has grown very quickly; 
and now one can see it becoming 
an important portal for a whole 
range of activities in the arts.

These organizational 
developments have been the basis 
for further developments within 
the interdisciplinary work of the 
Biennale itself. The term 
“interdisciplinary” is not in our 
case a fashionable catchphrase; it 
refers to the fact that overlapping 
areas of interest emerge as each 
of various Sections of the Biennale 
works in its own specific field 
(whether collecting and exhibiting 
the works of others, or producing 
works “in house”). It is significant 
here that the first multi-sectorial 
project of 2001 - “Shakespeare 

PAolo BArAttA is the President oF the Biennale di venezia
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& Shakespeare” -grew up 
around an original Biennale 
co production of “Othello” 
by E. Nekrosius, which took 
a full two years to bring to 
completion.

The individual Sections 
are developing in their own 
fields according to their own 
priorities; and as they do 
so they provide concrete 
demonstration of the specific 
role that may be played by 
the Biennale di Venezia.

So, whilst before, the 
Dance, Music and Theatre 
Sections used to host works 
from outside, their various 
programs now reveal the 
increasing presence of 
in-house workshops, new 
productions and newly-
commissioned works - all 
of which show a direct 
involvement in the process of 
artistic creation.

 It includes, among 
numerous premieres, 12 new 
creations in which the 
Biennale plays a direct role 
as a producer (in many cases 
these in-house creations are 
a development upon ideas 
or works from previous 
Biennale events).

As far as Cinema was 
concerned, the priority 
seemed to be the re-launch 
of a reorganized Film 
Festival, which would then 
make it possible to think of 
further additional initiatives 
or projects. Here again, 
within the limits of what was 
possible, we have worked 
to improve facilities whilst 
waiting for the promised 
building work that will make 
significant changes to the 
Palazzo del Cinema. More 

will be said about the 
Cinema Section in the 
traditional press conference 
to be held on 27 July.

With regard to the Visual 
Arts, the priority was to 
expand and develop - in 
terms of space and quality. 
Only in this way could the 
Biennale di Venezia retain 
its primacy amongst all the 
various other “Biennales” 
and international art shows 
that are scattered around 
the world. The main thing 
was to develop exhibition 
facilities in recognizable 
venues which would be an 
expression of the Biennale’s 
identity -venues that would 
serve not just for one 
exhibition but for years 
to come. This was done 
undertaking directly works 
of restoration in the Venice 
Arsenale. This is all the 
more important in a period 
when the Exhibition is 
expected not simply to 
analyze or confirm the status 
of particular artistic schools 
or movements, but rather 
to capture the breadth and 
diversity of all the various 
artistic personalities at work 
in the different parts of the 
world (and the links between 
these personalities and the 
recent past). The Biennale 
is now called upon to 
cast light on what the artists 
of today are concerned with, 
their interests, tensions and 
gestures. This means 
representing (without 
hierarchical classification) 
the “other truth” of art - 
a truth without which any 
understanding of our age is 
incomplete. 
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veil granö, FinlAnd
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During the last two years, 
the flat wide spaces of 
the Padiglione Italia were 
supplemented by the more 
strongly -modeled spaces of 
the Arsenale, where the 
character of late-sixteenth-
century Venetian architecture 
is a dominant presence. This 
year, the work on the Tese 
delle Vergini will add two 
new spaces to the so-called 
Gaggiandre, a sort of camera 
obscura, and will give access 
to the Giardino delle Vergini, 
which is now just an 
impassable mass of thorn 
bushes but by June will 
be open to the public. In 
September this will be also 
the site of a theatrical 
production.

This new dimension gives 
new importance also to the 
presence of the various 
national pavilions, which this 
year will exhibit some 230 
works to go alongside the 
approximately 110 in the 
main exhibition (national 
participation at this year’s 
Exhibition can be broken 
down in this way: 31 
countries with their own 
pavilion; 19 without a 
pavilion; the Istituto 
Italo-Latino Americano 
representing some 15 
nations; two other cultural 
institutions). In effect, no 
other Exhibition has had 
so many different nations 
participating.

The 49th Visual Arts 
Exhibition will also bring 
together various film 
directors, who have been 
invited to produce a work 
related to it. At the same 
time, poetry will be presented 

as a work for exhibition.
These new extended spaces 

offer the different Section 
Directors more -and more 
varied -opportunities, which 
they have taken up readily. 
Szeemann has taken this 
expansion as the basis for 
both his 1999 dAPERTutto 
and this year’s Plateau of 
Mankind; one would hardly 
have expected less from a 
Curator whose character and 
cultural background make 
him much more interested 
in discovering the artists of 
the world “at work” than 
in allocating them a place 
within some sort of critical 
classification. Szeemann 
himself will explain the links 
and connections between the 
works exhibited and the 
spatial conditions in which 
they are organized - and how 
that organization itself can 
reveal trends and patterns. 
My job here was to give 
a brief description links 
between this event and the 
other developments within 
the Biennale di Venezia -be 
they organizational, 
structural or artistic- and at 
the same time outline the 
overall plan of which they 
are all a coherent part. That 
plan is gradually producing 
new and numerous results 
thanks to the work of many 
highly-talented people: full 
-time staff, short-term staff, 
outside collaborators, 
companies, artists and 
artistes. I would like to 
thank all of them for the 
incredible enthusiasm that 
they dedicate to that 
extraordinary undertaking, 
the Biennale di Venezia.
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The corderie 
aligned on the south side of the arsenale, this was built in 1303 and then restructured between 1579 and 1585 

after  designs by antonio da Ponte. once the place where the ropes and hawsers for  the Venet ian f leet 

were produced, the ent i re  bu i ld ing is  covered by a  wooden t ie -beam roof  measur ing some 316 meters 

i n  l e n g t h ,  2 1  m e t r e s  i n  w i d t h  a n d  9 . 7  m e t e r s  i n  h e i g h t .  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  i s  d i v i d e d  i n t o  t h r e e  a i s l e s, 

wi th  a  lo f t  runn ing  above  the  two s ide  a is les  at  a  he ight  o f  seven meters. a l l  in  a l l ,  there  are  6 ,400 

square meters of exhibition space.

the coRdeRie
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notes on the exhibition venues

arsenale
start ing with the 48th internat ional  exhibit ion of  art 

entitled daPeRtutto in 1999, the Biennale di Venezia has 

engaged in a wide-ranging restoration program to create 

exhibition areas in some of the important buildings on the 

monumental east side of the arsenale, the old shipyards 

and warehouses that  used to bui ld  and f i t  the f leets 

of the Venetian Republic.

the  corder ie  had  a l ready  been  used  for  aperto, the 

sec t ion  o f  p rev ious  B ienna les  wh ich  was  ded ica ted 

to young art ists ; but now exhibit ions and events can 

also be housed in the unusual  and fascinating spaces 

o f  the  ar t i g l i e r i e,  the  gagg iandre,  the  i so lo t to,  the 

sixteenth-century tese and the tese delle Vergini -  al l  in 

al l , a total covered area of some 17,000 square meters, 

most of which gives onto the large water basin of the 

arsenale. the bui ld ings  have been su i tab ly  restored, 

consolidating roofing, instal l ing adequate f looring and 

wiring, laying out exhibition areas and guaranteeing all the 

necessary facilities (ticket offices, control rooms and some 

200 square meters of bookshop space).

notes on the exhibition venues

giardini di casTello
since the very f irst Biennale in 1895, these gardens 

in the east of Venice have been the traditional venue 

for the international exhibition of the Visual arts. 

the original Palazzo dell ’esposizione was built in 

1895 but has been restructured and extended several 

t imes since, and is now the 3,000-square-metre ital ian 

Pavil ion. alongside it there are a total of 29 national 

pavil ions, built at various periods by the exhibiting 

nations themselves. in collaboration with the Venice 

city council , the feasibil ity of adding to the number of 

these national pavil ions is under study, and it seems 

l ikely that the go-ahead wil l  be given. surrounded by 

the greenery of the gardens, the existing pavil ions are 

a veritable anthology of twentieth-century architecture, 

with works by such designers as aalto, hoffmann, 

Rietveld, scarpa and stirl ing.
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  indiViduaL nationaL exhiBition

schMiTT - bödeKer, GerMAnyalessandra Tesi, itAly
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  inDiviDuAL nATiOnAL exhibiTiOn

ernesto neto, BraziL John Pilson, USa
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  inDiviDuAL nATiOnAL exhibiTiOn

Carsten niColai, Germany
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ron MueCk, UK
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andreas karayan / PerSOnae

for his work as such.
Karayan, like Tsarouhis (who had, for that 

matter, praised his work), concentrates on 
the male form, a par excellence subject of 
Mediterranean painting since antiquity. In his 
early works, Karayan also exemplified some 
fauvist and naturalistic elements.

Karayan’s painting rests on such solid 
foundations. Overtly and covertly. Overtly, 
he knowingly borrows the Byzantine way of 
adding light to the dark ensemble of the 
face, breaking away from the tradition of 
“tangible” Florentine painting which scorned 
the “barbaric”, almost expressionistic, use of 
light of the “maniera byzantina”1. Overtly 
also in the use of a background of gold as 
reference to the gold field (“kampos”) of the 
Byzantine icon. Covertly, he bestows upon 
the faces he paints the spirituality and inner 
light of the Byzantine figures, the aura of a 
transcendental art, abstract by today’s terms.

The form and structure of Karayan’s faces 
refer to the history of the Greek kingdoms of 
the East, the late classical period (4th century 
B.C.) and Hellenistic portraiture particularly 
the portraits of Fayyum. At the apex of Greek 
portraiture, great artists (from Parassius to 
Apelles) made a decisive shift from the 
symbol to the Face, from the hieroglyphic 
to the imitative image. This new paradigm 
(in Thomas Kuhn’s use of the word) leads 

Cyprus participated in the 

biennale of venice for the first 

time in 1968. Then, after an 

interval of time, it resumed its 

presence at the biennale in 1986. 

As Cyprus does not possess its 

own pavilion, its artists have 

been housed at different display 

areas such as Arsenale, italian 

Pavilion, Palazzo Lolin, Tese 

Cinquecentesche dell´ Arsenale. 

The participation of Cyprus is 

organised and sponsored by the 

Cultural Services of the Ministry 

of education and Culture. in 

the 49th venice biennale Cyprus 

is represented by the artist 

Andreas Karayan. The 

commissioner is the Art historian 

Dr. eleni S. nikita, Senior Cultural 

Officer at the Cultural Services, 

Ministry of education and 

Culture. The deputy 

commissioner is Mrs Stavroulla 

Andreou who is based in italy. 

This year the Cyprus exhibition 

will be held at Spazio TheTiS  

Castello, 2737/f, 30122 venezia. 

Tel +39 041 2406111 

Fax +39 041 5210292 

e-mail: karayanart@hotmail.com

rePUBLic OF cyPrUS 49. Biennale di venezia rePUBLic OF cyPrUS 
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“What was really precious - his form”
Some remarks on the portraiture by Andreas Karayan at the 49th venice biennale

Artist Andreas Karayan, born in the Eastern Mediterranean and educated in Western 
Europe, draws upon both traditions in order to give artistic expression to the one and 
only theme which concerns him: the human figure. At the height of non-figurative art, 
indeed at a time of non object art, a time signifying the end of the history of art, he 
insisted on “old-fashioned” painting, embracing the human form with a knowledge of 
tradition, with tenderness, elan, violence. In the 70’s and 80’s, art critics in Greece, 
discerned in Karayan a worthy successor to Yannis Tsarouhis, the well known Greek 
artist (1910-1989), who had been a painter-fetish and a key figure in the understanding of 
the post-war Greek art scene, more because of his attitude and interpretations rather than 
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to new forms and impressions. Portraiture 
abandons profiles and full fronts, turning 
now toward a 3/4 impression, in an attempt 
to give a sense of movement, a sort 
of counterbalancing attitude toward the 
portrait, a contrapposto. These conquests of 
Greek painting made a dashing comeback 
in the High Renaissance, mainly in the 
exemplary portraits of Leonardo (Mona 
Lisa /La Gioconda) and Raphael (Balthazar 
Castiglione), finding their morphological 
culmination in Titian (Ariosto).

Thus we discover in Karayan, a very 
smooth mingling of iconographic traditions, 
a transfigured eclectic engagement, 
expressed in a contemporary manner. Let us 
say, that we witness a materialised, painted 
version of the classic perception of the 
Socratic circle on vitality in a work of art: 
“to entertain men through sight, making the 
vital visible”2. The vitality of a painting has 
nothing to do with it being true to life, the 
painting itself has to be alive, beyond any 
comparison to the natural model.

At the same time, we discern an 
assimilated use of the tradition of 
transcendental painting, the spirituality of 
Christian iconography, in which from the 
Greek human Face we come to the Greek 
Christian man-god, the Word Incarnate 
(Logos). Two seemingly opposite traditions, 
which nonetheless mingle and co-exist, 
as the Byzantine icon (in essence a 

transcendental portrait, an impression of 
the created energies of an incomprehensible 
Nature) stems partly from the imitation and 
rhythm of Greek painting, and partly from 
Platonic metaphysics.

The earlier intensity encountered in 
Karayan’s portraiture, subsides here in 
the mature work presented in the Venice 
Biennale. Now serenity dominates, a 
sweetness, an inner tranquillity which filters 
the tableau and radiates outwards. The 
monumental and archaic, the quasi hieratic 
quality of his work, is balanced by this 
esoteric light of byzantine, transcendental 
origin, romantic in its approach, but mostly 
by an inner melancholy which emanates 
from latent conflict between youthful beauty 
and the perishability of time, a contest 
between the mortal and the everlasting, 
between dust and ether.

Karayan’s means of expression are purely 
painterly; his is the art of the Old Masters. 
Colossal faces, two meters high, oil on 
canvas, worked with such fine brushes, as 
in the small portable icons of egg tempera, 
but without this fine brushwork being 
obvious, without revealing its labour. On 
the contrary, the densely painted surface, 
smooth and without pastings, is carved, 
scraped, tortured by the artist, not in order 
to give the patina of age, but in order 
to acquire depth, sentimental perspective. 
Thus, the portrait of a contemporary youth 
(Karayan always paints from life) becomes 
a palimpsest of feelings and breaths; in 

the sensuous and melancholy head of the 
Cavafian youth flow the breaths of many 
a people, as the portrait departs from 
its individual entrenchment and drifts into 
a monumentalisation of man himself. It 
becomes a painting of the Persona. A 
painting which makes a sacred icon 
out of beauty. Beauty? Not the ideal, 
unapproachable and indefinable beauty, but 
the earthly, demoniac, incarnated beauty 
bringing the Fall, promising pleasures; a 
beauty, a perishable beauty - thus wonderful, 
moving, demonic and saintly at the same 
time.

It is to be wondered at how this clear-cut 
realist reaches such spirituality, such radiant 
inwardness, without ever abandoning his 
manners and fixations. Yet, let us remember 
that Karayan has experienced the modern 
sensitivities of the European metropolis and 
that, at the same time, he has long been 
versed in the poetry of the great Alexandrine 
Cavafis (having indeed illustrated Cavafian 
art publications), who also lived there, at 
the southern edge of the mediterranean 
basin and set his seal on the 20th century 
with his transverse palimpsests of an 
erotic contemplation on the flesh, in 
the Imagination and in Logos. Karayan 
dares through painting to achieve Cavafis’s 
captivating venture; he attempts to find 
again “things half-glimpsed / faces or lines; 
certain indistinct memories / of unfulfilled 
love affairs”3, he attempts to salvage in 
painting “what was really precious - his 

form”4. How successful this 
attempt is, is testified by 
the viewer’s immersion in the 
paintings.

nOTeS
1. On the views of the Florentines on 

maniera greca, see nicos Hadjinicolaou’s 

extensive introduction to Fernado 

marias, el Greco and the art of his 

time. commentary on vazari’s Lives 

(of distinguished italian architects, 

painters and sculptors). cretan University 

Publications, Heraklion 2001, pp. 22-26, 

containing references to other sources 

and studies. 2. Xenophon’s memorabilia 

iii 10,6. Quoted by christos Karouzos in 

“characteristics of Greek art”, ancient 

art, Hermes, athens 1981, p.12. 3. 
“i’ve brought to art”, from c. P. cavafis 

collected Poems by edmund Keely and 

Philip Sherrard, chatto and Windus, 

London, 1963, p.89. 4. “Tomb of evrion”, 

from c. P. cavafis collected Poems by 

edmund Keely and Philip Sherrard, chatto 

and Windus, London, 1963, p.37.
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MassiMo Vitali, iTaLy
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TeATRO ALLe TeSe 

The buildings of the sixteenth-century Tese comprise four equal-sized 

structures (formerly open slipways); built in 1564 to designs by Jacopo 

Sansovino, these stand alongside each other and are connected by wide 

arches. After being opened to the public in 1999 - when they housed part 

of the dAPeRTutto biennale - they were then adapted for use as an open 

and modular theatre space, which the biennale di venezia conceived of as 

an area that could also be used for musical activities and congresses (with 

a total seating capacity of 500, divided between stalls and raised tiers). This 

open space can be used for experimentation, for creative studies, and for 

works of theatre, music and dance that require a non-traditional use of space 

and a non-traditional alignment of public and stage.
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the arsenale theatres

The 1999 and 2000 restoration projects 

enabled the biennale di venezia to create two 

new theatre spaces within the Arsenale, thus 

re-drawing the map of theatre l ife within the 

city. both the Teatro Piccolo Arsenale and the 

Teatro al le Tese were created by means of 

“l ightweight”- easily reversible -  conversion 

projects, which have made it possible to 

put them to new use without permanently 

distorting their architectural characteristics.

teatro Piccolo arsenale

in 2000 the former Arsenale Cinema became 

a theatre space with a proscenium arch stage 

and seating for 328. This is equipped with 

a suspension ring and advanced l ighting (a 

dimmer cabin with more than 100 channels 

and a state-of-the-art control panel), as well 

as with stage furnishings and facil it ies for 

both public and actors.

teatro alle tese

The buildings of the sixteenth-century Tese 

comprise four equal-sized structures 

(formerly open sl ipways); built in 1564 to 

designs by Jacopo Sansovino, these stand 

alongside each other and are connected by 

wide arches. After being opened to the 

public in 1999 - when they housed part of 

the dAPeRTutto biennale -  they were then 

adapted for use as an open and modular 

theatre space, which the biennale di venezia 

conceived of as an area that could also be 

used for musical activit ies and congresses 

(with a total seating capacity of 500, divided 

between stalls and raised tiers). This open 

space can be used for experimentation, 

for creative studies, and for works of 

theatre, music and dance that require a non-

traditional use of space and a non-traditional 

al ignment of public and stage.
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  inDiviDuAL nATiOnAL exhibiTiOn

Maaria Wirkkala, FinLand 
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  inDiviDuAL nATiOnAL exhibiTiOn

niele toroni, SWiTzerLand /France
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JOvAn ŠuMKOvSKi

nighT viSiOn
an inTervieW By 
ViktoriJa VaseVa 
diMeska

is your night vision simply a 

night vision device producing a 

reflection of an i l lusion which 

acts as a mediator between 

our view of the world and 

reality as information, or is it  a 

recapitulation of power, of 

collective and individual 

consciousness?

In the spatial installation 
entitled Night Vision the moment 

of peeping through the night 
vision device is actually the 
moment when the viewer is faced 
with a two-dimensional image. 
He receives inverse values in this 
image: dark is transformed into 
light, dense into thin. It is a scene 
in which there is no insolation, a 
view in which there is no 
perspective, a relief in which there 
is no gravitation. The viewer is 
involved in a silent event with no 
consequences. The world looks 
glacial through the night vision 
device, and the objects it reveals 

49. Biennale di venezia RePubiLC OF MACeDOniA

seem to come from some 
galvanization laboratory. The 
effect and the images we see 
through the device correspond 
with the widespread view of the 
contemporary illuminative and 
solarized environment of the 
Balkans and the region, as the day 
in this part of the world is 
unfortunately nearly always 
shorter than the night.

What is that which permits 

the night vision device to offer 

more than your Light echo? is 

this the courage to look into 

the essence of things to a 

degree when the searcher faces 

his own eyes or faces 

something else?

In a technical sense, for the first 
time in his existence Man becomes 
a complete hunter. He can freely 
see and hunt in darkness, a 
privilege of the animals. The 
hunter is now an active viewer, 
but in his aimless roaming across 
the two-dimensional image, 
without any concentration, 
without a focus, the searcher 
inevitably confronts his own eyes. 
The image does not correspond to 
contemporary events, the objects 
on the earth’s surface seem febrile, 

as if phosphorescing some latent 
light. A process similar to that 
observed in some species of fish 
whose bones smoulder in the 
infinite darkness of extreme 
depths.

To what degree does the 

world’s epidermis become a 

space for the release of 

negative energy, culminating in 

the farcical shrinkage of 

arrogant globalism of the 

Olympic symbol (the five 

rings)?

A green fluorescent 
morphography dominates in the 
space where the installation is set 
and also on the image obtained 
through the night vision device. 
This malignant monochromatic 
atmosphere is certainly a 
manifestation of quietly coded 
negative energy. The world seems 
to be getting weary of rotating 
about its axis and has flooded, 
imprisoned or frozen some of its 
micro-elements. Only one of its 
many symbols - the Olympic 
symbol - pulsates on the water’s 
surface and reminds us that not 
everything has been played out to 
the end, won, defeated or filled 
with happiness. At the beginning 
of the third millennium, the world 
as a whole cannot have calm seas 
and sail in the vacuum of 
prosperity and peace. It is still the 
arena of interests of the gloomiest 
type, accompanied as a rule by 
demonstrations of force and 
uncontrolled energy.

And what about the interior 

of the prisms?

The prisms are transparent and 
transmit light echoes. They are 
designed like lanterns which 
illuminate not only the everyday 
objects found in their interior, but 
also project their reflections on the 
room walls. During the process of 
enclosing these objects in the 
predefined transparent volume of 
the lanterns, two groups of 
fragments, different in 
significance, were preferred:

Frozen Energy (potency) - 
objects with potential energy, 
combustible fuels, parts of electric 
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SKOPJe  ART gALLeRY
The Skopje Art gallery (1948) is the oldest art 
institution in the Republic of Macedonia. it 
is housed in a rare surviving building of 
islamic secular architecture, the Daut Pasha 
Turkish baths, from the second half of the 
15th century. it boasts a collection of over 
1,300 works of art. The gallery’s mission is the 
affirmation and presentation of Macedonian 
and international contemporary art. Since 
2000 its primary activity has been the 
presentation of the national Collection 
14th-20th Centuries: icons from the mediaeval 
period and contemporary Macedonian art 
works. in 1997, for the first time the gallery 
organized Macedonia’s participation in the 
venice biennale (47th).
in 1948, the Amam was restored and adapted 
to its new function as an art gallery. 
The national Art gallery has performed a very 
significant role and historic role, especially 
during the early post war years, as the only 
institution of its kind in Macedonia for the 
presentation and affirmation of Macedonian 
fine art.  Apart from the regular display of 
different parts of the collection, the gallery 
also presents exhibitions of domestic and 
foreign works of fine art.  The gallery’s 
international standing has been enhanced 
through co-operation with important world 
centers such as vienna, venice, berlin, 
istanbul, Dresden, nuremberg, etc.
in the last couple of years the gallery has 
extended its basic undertaking by providing 
a venue for other cultural activities, such 
as concerts, scientific lectures, theatrical 
chamber performances, book promotions, 
etc.  in this new role, the Art gallery reaffirms 
its function as a pillar of Macedonian fine 
art and has established itself as a cultural 
center capable not only of attracting the 
finest modern artists but of expressing the 
highest artistic, aesthetic and cultural values.

Menka Karapashovska, art historian 

JOvAn ŠuMKOvSKi (b. 1962) belongs to 

the generation of artists who, in the 1980s, 

greatly changed the physiognomy of the art 

scene in the republic of macedonia and the 

region. Since 1992, Šumkovski has worked 

on spatial installations, based on unique 

transparent and illuminated objects, where 

he examines the concept of spatial and 

illumination reflections on several levels, 

referring to specific sociological and social 

issues.

The project night vision was carried out 

in January 2000 in Skulpturens Hus, Stockholm, 

Sweden. The same project, specially adapted 

to the new premises, is now shown in casa 

di Wolfgang amadeus mozart, venice. in 

several elements, through convex and 

transparent plates, five inflating tyres and a 

night vision device, the artist aims to capture 

the unique atmosphere of life in the Balkans.

Macedonian presentation at
the 49th venice biennale 
2001

Jovan Šumkovski
night vision

Casa di Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart

San Marco 1830, venice

The exhibition wil l  be opened 

by Professor Mariano Apa

June 8, 2001, 6 p.m.

Organizer of the Macedonian 

presentation at the 49th 

venice biennale 2001

skopje art Gallery

Kruševska 1a, 1000 Skopje

Macedonia

Tel +389 (0)2 13 31 02 

Fax +389 (0)2 12 68 56

e-mail : artgall@mt.net.mk 

e-mail : artgall@mol.com.mk

viktori ja vaseva Dimeska 

Director of the Art gallery 

Skopje and Commissioner of 

the project.

49. Biennale di venezia RePubiLC OF MACeDOniA

networks, objects that hold a 
concealed expansive power within 
themselves.

Frozen Everyday Life - ordinary 
objects, valued by the artist, who 
would like to protect (conserve) 
them from the impact of the 
environment and the current 
moment, and set them free in 
better times or keep them as relics.

The explicitness in expressing 

pregnancy, tension, expectation 

and uncertainty seems to be a 

type of compressed energy 

which can be felt in al l  the 

elements of your project: from 

expectation to collapse. Does 

this imprisoned evil  create the 

empire of oppressive darkness 

at the moment of its release?

The objects of the first group, 
the “prisoners” mentioned above, 
are exceptionally potent and their 
compressed content is certainly a 
paraphrase of the empire of 
darkness. But their activation in 
the project is limited. We have 
their dimensions, and the rest 
seems to be in a state of 
hibernation, and there is also an 
atmosphere of expectation. The 
honour to press the button... to 
break the connection... the 
incarcerated evil... so many 
times... behind these scenes...

And finally, water as the 

i l lusion of tranquil l ity?

Water as a reflective surface also 
appears in my previous projects. 
The water surface appears as the 
only platform for the connection 
of the seemingly incompatible 
elements and atmospheres, and 
also for the expression of 
imagined tranquillity and genuine 
restlessness in the two parts of the 
installation. Water as an element is 
also rightfully connected with 
both the city and space. The 
presence of “water” on the scene 
does not require additional motifs: 
the world was born in water, it 
lives there and will most probably 
be buried in water. Venice has so 
far been the best example of this.

Skopje, April 2001
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Jeff koons, USa  
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  inDiviDuAL nATiOnAL exhibiTiOn

STReeT MARKeT: Barry MCGee, stePhen PoWers, JaMes todd, USa  
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Gerd rohlinG, Germany
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  inDiviDuAL nATiOnAL exhibiTiOn

heli rekula, FinLand
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the sQuare or the Creation of iMaGe oVer radio

i 
was invited to be a guest on the nighttime show of Radio 

Sarajevo on December 3, 1989, to talk about my work, 

exhibitions and l ife. The show was in carte blanche style, so i 

had the opportunity to create it. i  didn’t want only to talk about my 

work, but to make something that would better express my style and 

way of thinking. i  decided to conduct an experiment, to test if  barthes 

was right when he proved theoretically how reality influences the 

coded message. i  created the scenario from that idea. And The SQuARe 

OF The CReATiOn OF iMAge OveR RADiO was born - an exhibition 

that touches on the very act of creating ‘ image’, that most poetic and 

sensitive moment in the l ife of a work of art.

i  have always felt foolish l istening to a show about f ine art on the 

radio, a medium that cannot ful ly represent that art. i  have wondered 

how it is for other l isteners. Their position started being unbearable 

for me, l isteners who are mere consumers of information and cannot 

change anything. Such a powerless situation! So i  decided to include 

l isteners in a joint game of understanding and creating images over 

the radio. My secret goal was to free emotions and to create an image 

of them. To merge my emotions and the emotions of unknown citizens 

into an image I had in my mind: 
SQUARE, symbol of earth, created 
universe.

In the studio, we decided how to 
stage the game, after I explained 
what I want: to say the word 
SQUARE over the air and allow 
listeners to call and explain what 
is ‘square’. For a full two hours, a 
very long period for a radio show, 
we would see what they described. 
I started to feel the square and, 
through the square, both I and the 
listeners, who participated more and 
more in the program, freed the most 
diverse feeling, of which the most 
dominant was the fear of possible 
war. Nobody expected that.

Clara BleiBtreu49. Biennale di venezia
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Listeners promised to draw the 
squares, which they described during 

the show, and I promised to make 
an exhibition of their work. Three 

months later, after I had received 
an unbelievably large number of 
squares, I made the exhibition. I 

chose the lettrist style, thinking that 
would be the most appropriate for 

that moment.

Many of the calls we received 
revealed something unexpected. All 

connections between the word 
SQUARE that we spoke over the 

air and the image, which I had 
in my mind, were broken. Square 

became metaphor. The description of 
a square, thought to be defined only 

by the image of a square, split off from that image. The square left 

its geometrical shape. The emotions of the show and the descriptions 

of the square were so strong and honest, and yet, we talked only of 

the square.

What occurred was what barthes calls “the excess of the real” 

when he speaks about the transformation of meaning in its portrayal. 

To paraphrase barthes, it  could be said that what mattered in the 

description of the square was not the sign of the square, or its 

form. Rather, what was being signified was a real emotion, its reality 

constituted through description, so that the shape was eliminated and 

it become, in that program, only narrative structure. The excess of the 

real was followed by meaninglessness.

And this meaninglessness, in which words l ike WAR, torch, 

steel, egg, squashed, food, pollution, etc interweave with powerful 

emotions, reflects reality and its meaning, artif icial ly embedded in the 

square. Thus, squares become narrative.

Let’s see what they say.

by cLara BLeiBTreU

BOSnia HerzeGOvina
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RePubLiC OF SingAPORe’S exhibiTiOn

sinGaPore

SChOLA SAnT APOLLOniA, POnTe DeLLA CAnOniCA, veniCe , iTALY 

Piazza S. Marco behind Palazzo Ducale

Press Preview 6 June, 7 June and 8 June at 17:00 - 20:00

official opening of singapore Pavilion 8 June at 17:00

Biennale official opening Ceremony 9 June at 18:00

Commissioner Kwok Kian Chow, Singapore Art Museum (national Heritage Board)

Vice-Commissioner Paivi Tirkkonen, PDg Arte Communications, venice

Curators Ahmad Mashadi, Joanna Lee

artists Matthew ngui, Salleh Japar, Chen Kezhan, Suzann victor

opening hours 

10 June to 4 november 2001 

Tuesdays - Sundays: 10.00am - 6.00pm.

Saturdays: 10.00am - 10.00pm.  

Closed on Mondays (except 11 June).

for press information contact Ms Suenne Megan Tan, Manager (Public Affairs) 

Singapore Art Musuem and Project Manager (venice biennale),  

Tel. 65-332-3215,  Fax. 65-334-7919 e-mail: Suenne_Megan_Tan@nhb.gov.sg
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the republic of singapore has been 

invited for the first time to participate in 

the 49th biennale to be held in venice from 

June 2001 to november 2001.  Organised 

by Singapore Art Museum and co-organised 

by PDg Arte Communications of venice, the 

Republic of Singapore will be represented 

by four artists, Chen Kezhan, Salleh Japar, 

Matthew ngui and Suzann victor.  Singapore’s 

contemporary art is presented through a 

myriad of forms comprising installation, 

painting and video, addressing issues of 

identities, examining relationships of self 

and the physical and social environment, 

and responding to the urban condition 

and city-life of the city-state in global 

context.  The exhibition, titled sinGaPore, 

attempts to articulate cultural vibrancy in 

contemporary Singapore. 

Matthew ngui’s practice hinges 

on the investigation of the production of 

meaning, testing modes of representation to 

problematise monocular perceptions of the 

real and to surface the relativity of subjective 

experience.  Much of his works are sited 

on installation and performative strategies, 

where real and virtual spaces become the 

playground for interactive dialogue between 

artist/artwork and viewer. A representational 

device most persistent in his recent works is 

the anamorphic image (such as Chair, 1997), 

captured by means of the single lens camera 

and produced via video projection elsewhere. 

ngui confounds viewers with insensible 

distortions before surprising them through 

recognition of the anamorphic image revealed.  

ironically, this diachronic experience of 

image/representation and the real, is used 

to return focus on the composite elements 

that make an image.  The formal sensibilities 

of each mark or sculptural form are retrieved 

in the mien of modernist aesthetics.  The 

anamophic image is for ngui a metaphorical 

device to surface the ‘false and incorrect’ 

in monocular representation of meaning. 

his latest work to be featured in the venice 

biennale is undertaken with the sensibilities 

and craft of an illusionist to underpin his 

interest in interrogating the dynamics of 

representation and cognition within visual and 

linguistic communication. The work does not 

deny the potential for miscommunication of 

meaning inherent in dialogic representation. it 

surfaces directly and patently its potential for 

loss and misconception. Perhaps in confessing 

itself as such, it obviates the illusory falsehood 

of monocular representation by offering the 

immediacy of direct testing and result. 

salleh Japar’s works may be defined 

by a broad interest in the problem of knowledge 

and the limitation of rationalist inquiry.  

While the theme of science affords him the 

discursive platform to negotiate the precarious 

nature of rationalist positions, the artist also 

identifies and locates the problematic project 

of history in his latest work in the venice 

biennale. For the venice biennale, Salleh 

will create a series of three spaces that are 

sequential and experiential. The audience 

will first encounter a large metal-clad wall.  

The wall connects the two other spaces; 

one dominated by the presence and smell of 

spices, and the other, salt.  For Salleh, these 

series of materials provide a metaphor of 

engagements between colonial powers and 

the colonised.  The references to the history 

of venetian and european trade, the rise of 

West and its colonisation of the east, and 

the West’s conception of its history and 

achievements, are some of the conceptual 

issues being addressed by Salleh. Salleh seeks 

to address the West’s assumption of its own 

history, as well as its ownership over that 

history.  he dislocates and dislodges historical 

fragments so that they can be opened to 

multiple inquiries.  Salleh also identifies 

fragments - marginalised or forgotten texts, 

materials and experiences - that can provide 

broader and richer meanings to an otherwise 

static and stable picture.

Chen kezhan who is known for his 

vigorous experiments with the medium of 

Chinese ink painting will introduce for the 

venice biennale a site-specific 12-metre 

painting that will stretch across the main hall 

of the exhibition, on a wall behind a series 

of arched columns.  As the hall is a former 

chapel, the project is a challenging one.  As 

a site-specific painting, the artist uses the 

architecture of the former chapel to create 

and highlight complex relationships between 

art, site and audience.  The painting will be 

strategically positioned to take advantage 

of the spatial structure and the audience is 

coerced to study the painting from varying and 

extreme vantages.  The work, from afar, may 

only be seen in parts, concealed partially by 

the columns, however upon closer inspection, 

the atmospheric and brooding painting 

presents itself as material phenomena that is 

dynamic and evolving, aided by the fluctuations 

and tonalities of colours and their densities.  

Together, the painting and the space it inhabits 

signal to its audience the problem of seeing.  

This seeing is affected by the lack of a whole, 

being able to see only parts at a time, whether 

from a distance or up close.  Seeing becomes a 

meditative and speculative exercise, requiring 

multiple references to be made to the chapel 

and its architecture, the internal and external 

spaces of the exhibition site.  The result 

is a series of readings that ventures into 

multiple trajectories, opening up a string 

of variables that allows for differentiated 

encounters and meanings. 

Since the early years of her practice 

in the late 1980s, suzann Victor has tackled 

tropes of sexuality and female identity through 

painting, installation and performance art.  born 

in post-colonial Singapore, the post-colonial 

identity becomes for her a natural extension 

of her work on the female subject.  For the 

venice biennale, she will install her site-specific 

work comprising three chandeliers juxtaposed 

in a row at human level.  The two pieces 

flanking the central hand-built piece are 

readymade 1950s victorian-style chandeliers 

purchased from antique shops.  Oscillating 

toward the centre handbuilt piece, almost 

threatening to collide into it, the ready-mades 

are intended as signifiers of the glory and 

pomp of the colonial era, while the handbuilt 

piece in the centre stand for the colonised 

subject. This spectacle of violence creates an 

anxiety augmented by the brittle fragility of 

the central piece.   For the violence it suffers, 

the colonised subject bleeds drops of red 

glass, as if punished by anxiety of destruction 

of her misguided state.

the works presented in the Venice 

Biennale address the processes of meaning 

formation, communication, generation of 

knowledge, heritage and post-colonial, 

gender and diasporic identities linked to 

the experiences of singapore.  
The exhibition is supported by Ministry 

of information and The Arts and Singapore 

Tourism board.

49. Biennale di venezia rePUBLic OF SinGaPOre  
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Kezhan, Chen
For 8 years, Chen Kezhan studied Chinese painting and 

calligraphy with Fan Chang Tien, and subsequently with 

Chao Shao-an. he continued his studies in France, taking 

up art and music in Paris, where he was awarded a Silver 

Medal at the Salon des Artistes Francais in 1985. Since 

1978, Kezhan has held more than 50 solo and group 

exhibitions in Singapore and around the world. For his 

work toward charitable causes in 1999, he was accorded 

a Patron of the Arts status by the Ministry of information 

and the Arts in Singapore. This Young Artist Award 

winner has represented Singapore during the Taegu-Asia 

Arts exhibition in Korea, showcasing Fine Contemporary 

Chinese Paintings. he was also the sole representative 

for Singapore at the Krasnoyarsk interplein of Artists of 

the Asia Pacific Countries in Moscow, 1993.  

Chen Kezhan’s work is collected by Cambridge 

university in the united Kingdom, Central Plaza in hong 

Kong, the China Chess Federation in beijing, China; the 

Krasnoyarsk v.i. Surikov Arts Museum of the Russian 

Federation and numerous corporations in Singapore 

such as Mobil, esso, American express bank, ReFCO. The 

Singapore Art Museum owns works by Chen Kezhan.
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Salleh b Japar 
Salleh Japar trained at the nanyang Academy of Fine 

Arts in Singapore and graduated with a Diploma in Fine 

Arts. he went on to obtain his bachelor of Fine Arts 

with Distinction from Curtin university of Technology in 

Western Australia in 1990. A lecturer at his Singaporean 

alma mater between 1990 and 1995, Salleh Japar was 

appointed member on Course validation as well as 

to the Overseas Student Council following his Pg Dip 

in Art education at the university of Central england, 

united Kingdom, in 1996. now Lecturer & Director of 

Foundation Studies, LASALLe-SiA College of the Arts in 

Singapore, Salleh has also been a volunteer art tutor 

at the handicap Welfare Association and an Assistant 

Curator of Art at the national Museum in Singapore. 

The receipient of many grants and scholarships for 

his art and discipline, Salleh has participated and 

exhibited in more than 60 programmes and exhibitions 

in Singapore and internationally. he has been a guest 

curator in exhibitions other than his own and sat 

on Panels of Assessments and judges for visual arts 

programmes. in his own art, his progressive focus 

appears to tackle the genre of installation art. Overall 

howver, Salleh Japar is an accomplished draughtsman 

and has participated in studios in countries like Japan, 

Australia and india.
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Suzann victor
Since 1991, Suzann victor has been Artistic Director of 

5th Passage Artists Ltd., a registered non-profit, public 

company promoting visual art. A talented recepient of 

different grants and scholarships, victor graduated from 

the university of Western Sydney with both a bachelor 

and Master of Arts, with First Class honours, following 

her Associate Diploma of Fine Arts, from the LASALLe-

SiA College of the Arts in Singapore. She has 

participated in international art projects such as the 

Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art in brisbane, 

the Australian bicentennial, the World’s Women on-Line 

internet Project and the united nations 4th World 

Conference on Women in China.

Though currently residing and practicing in Australia, 

Suzann victor has held several solo and group 

exhibitions in Singapore. here her contributions to the 

artistic community and climate have been rewarded 

with the Singapore international Foundation Art Award 

in 1995, 2nd Prize for the Republic of Singapore 

navy Competition, and the Outstanding Award from 

the Ministry of Communications and information 

Technology. Suzann victor’s work can be found in 

the collections of the Australian high Commission 

in Singapore, the university of Western Sydney 

in Australia, the Singapore Armed Forces Reservist 

Association, the Ministry of information and the Arts in 

Singappore, the Takahasi Corporation in Japan and ernst 

& Young, among others.   

Matthew ngui
A full-time artist since 1997, Matthew ngui orginally 

graduated in Law with honours, at the national 

university of Singapore. Following his bachelor of Arts 

with Distinction and Post-graduate Diploma (visual Arts) 

at Curtin university of Technology in Western Australia, 

Matthew became a lecturer and tutor at various schools 

of sculpture, design and audio-visual arts in Australia 

and in Singapore. he has been appointed, among other 

roles, Project Director for the Artists’ Regional exchange 

(ARx) in Australia and, to the board of Directors at the 

Perth institute of Contemporary Arts, Western Australia. 

Matthew has sat on the John Curtin Centre gallery 

Advisory board since 1997, and was recently engaged 

to sit on the nokia Singapore Art Steering Committee 

in Singapore as well as the Curatorial Committee for 

Performance Art Project/biRDS.

As an artist, Matthew ngui has participated in numerous 

international exhibitions and programmes such as the 

23 bienal internacional Sao Paolo in brazil, the Secession 

site specific exhibition in vienna, Austria and the La 

Llama international Artists’ Workshop and exhibition 

in Tacata Arriba and Caracas, venezuela. he has 

collaborated with Theatreworks, a prominent 

Singaporean drama group, to produce “Desdemona”, 

a theatre performance that has travelled to Adelaide 

in Australia, Munich and hamburg in germany, and 

gained wide exposure in Singapore. With more than 25 

large scale installations and exhibitions in his portfolio, 

Matthew ngui was the first Singaporean artist to be 

invited to display work at the prestigious Documenta x, 

which was held in Kassel, germany, in 1997. 
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the artiGlierie

This is linked to the Corderie by the Parco bombarde building (restored in 

2000, this latter was used in the sixteenth century to display artillery and 

war trophies). The Artiglierie itself is a long single-storey building dating 

from around 1560, and was formerly a workshop that was divided into seven 

different areas. The overall length is around 170 meters, whilst the width 

varies between 15 and 17 meters, providing a total of 3,300 square meters of 

exhibition space. Alongside is the building of the isolotto, an ex warehouse of some 

900 square meters, restored as an exhibition space in 1999. This year the Artiglierie 

and isolotto will be flanked by an external exhibition area.

the artiGlierie

exhibiTiOn venueS
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notes on the exhibition venues

Plateau of Mankind / dance

carolyn carlson

Dance is a form of art, an expression that becomes concrete in space, time 

and energy. The idea, the poetry, the emotion and revelation of dance emerge 

in the gaze of the beholder.

Dance and the visual arts have a common point of view; they raise the 

imagination of mankind -that “pure vision”, free of words, which is the 

explanation of both.

The Dance Section of the biennale will express this shared dimension through 

two projects: a new creation at the Teatro alle Tese by Carolyn Carlson (with 

music by giovanni Sollima), and a project by the French Fabrice Lambert, 

which will involve the collaboration of a video artist.

As guests of the earth, we must share and encourage the awareness of just 

how fragile our planet is, and how destructive the hands of mankind can be.

Plateau of Mankind / cinema 

alberto Barbera

Defined by André bazin as an “impure” art, cinema is the example of a 

perfectly syncretic form of expression, given its ability to absorb techniques 

and languages that belonged to the arts that preceded it (theatre, literature, 

music, dance, painting, etc.). And by exercising this ability to absorb, cinema 

has, in the very few years since its first appearance, managed to establish 

itself as the dominant form of visual expression in our age.

This is why there is nothing unusual about this year’s collaboration between 

the visual Arts biennale and the venice Film Festival. in effect, all we are 

doing is explicitly recognizing a relationship that already exists, even if it was 

not part of some plan or program.

The six film -makers who have accepted the invitation to take part are 

Chantal Akerman, Atom egoyan (with Juliao Sarmiento), Yervant gianikian 

(with Angela Ricci Lucchi), Abbas Kiarostami, David Lynch and edward Yang.

notes on the exhibition venues

Plateau of Mankind / theatre

Giorgio Barberio 
corsetti

The Plateau of Mankind associates 

two words that have immediate 

theatrical associations. it suggests 

the whole of humanity, caught for a 

single instant, so that their words 

and actions become an object of 

aesthetic appreciation that reveals 

tensions, emotions, conflicts, 

struggles and quietude.

inhabiting the same venues as the 

visual Arts, we observe different 

rituals - in which one can trace 

similarities but also differences 

(especially with regard to time and 

duration). More than ever, this year 

will serve to make the closeness 

between these arts effectively 

operative. Shakespeare & 

Shakespeare has already produced 

extraordinary results through the 

collaboration of all the sections of 

the biennale; and throughout the 

year there will be other encounters 

and engagements, other carefully- 

studied coincidences.

Plateau of Mankind / music

Bruno canino

The tendency is to have the 

performer listened to, placing the 

musician, the artificer of sound and 

music, at the center of attention. 

With a series of concerts focusing 

on atypical instruments, we aim to 

explore the relation between music 

and the visual arts by proposing a 

shift in attention: away from the 

performer to the instrument. We will 

present instruments that are not 

part of the normal classical western 

repertoire, either in form or in sound. 

These are also “visual” instruments, 

produced by or derived from far 

and distant cultures. Their presence 

miraculously shifts the focus of the 

music from the musician toward the 

object (the machine, the invention) 

that is producing those sounds.
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Photographing art, making it 

concrete to understand its 

innermost aspects and discover 

new criteria of observation.

The biennale of venice invited 

the istituto europeo di Design to 

interpret, through an iconographic 

repertoire, a few of the themes 

and shows included in the 2001 

program for the dance, music 

and theatre sector.
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muRAnO gLAss secTiOn ARTisTic pROfiLe 

The element from which my research develops is a 
visionary obsession that I had to give form to in a plastic 
harmonic asymmetric symbol: the “Blade”.
The series of the glass soaring still blades, look as if 
supported by a balanced tension between attraction 
and push strengths, it represents the starting point from 
which my plastic research relative to spiritual dynamism 
develops. Hence the “blade” as a clarified element of the 
tumultuous creative impulse.

The blade represents the thought that introduces the 
light, and the organ of creation that opens 
to fecundate and split in two to permit the 
synthesis. The blade is the shaft of light that 
illuminates and opens a closed space. It is 
the sunray, the fertilising element that splits 
images, without confusing them and reduc-
ing them to a level of pure abstraction.

The visual projection of the blade essence 
is a simple glass points that travelling on 
horizontal lines pierces variously placed bar-
riers, in this way we enter the matter of the 
spiritual dynamism.
In the “Enlightenments” the works are still; 
they are structures that freeze a continuos 
occurring.
There are not physical expedients to under-
line the kinetic nature of the works and yet, 

I think, these works communicate a strong dynamic 
charge.  
 A spiritual dynamism that transcends the apparent rep-
resentation of the effect of linear motion.
Inserting the glass points in iron holes make me feel that 
the physical and symbolic contrast between glass and 
iron creates a process of vibrations by which the sculp-
ture is charged with spiritual, dynamic energy.
 The representation of iron penetrated by glass is an 
obstacle to rationality, a paradox, a koan that activates a 
succession of mental process that lead to levels of higher 

conscience…. Enlightenments.

With the “Side Enlightenments” the visual 
sensation of real penetration is lost. It’s 
more refined or better more evolved 
enlightenment.
Iron loses its physical materiality and 
becomes a surface where the point’s linear 
projection is traced. It is a wake like the one 
produced with water or air molecules; this 
starts a conceptual research that has to do 
with the energy propagation in the space…

The environmental installation “Percer-Voir” 
represents the first step of a research that 
uses environmental presence to stimulate 
us to find and to verify the level of our own 
mental and physical existence.

Andrea Morucchio   

fragile

AbOve: AnDReA mORucchiO
WAve #1
gROunD gLAss, sTeeL
cm73x14x19,5
2001

LefT: AnDReA mORucchiO
insTALATiOn
gROunD gLAss
2001
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UMBErTo Eco And PETrU rUSSU* MIlAno 1989 (*PETrU rUSSU, fInE ArTIST And THE PUBlISHEr of World of ArT 

THE folloWIng IS An ExTEnSIVE lISTIng of THE WorkS of Eco 
The Island of the day Before (1995). Postscript to The name of the rose (1995). 
The Search for the Perfect language (1995). How to Travel with a Salmon and 
other Essays (1994). Apocalypse Postponed (1994). Six Walks In the fictional 
Woods (1994), Misreading (1993). Interpretation and overinterpretation (1992). 

Umberto eco was born in 1932 in Alessandria, Italy. He is a professor 
of semiotics, the study of communication through signs and symbols, 
at the University of Bologna, a philosopher, a historian, literary critic, and 
an aesthetician. He is an avid book collector and owns more than 30,000 
volumes. The subjects of his scholarly investigations range from St. Thomas 
Aquinas, to James Joyce, to Superman. He lives in Milan.

eLiTe

A conversation on information
A chain-smoking and jovial umberto eco receives me in his crowded, 

untidy but cheerful little office at the institute for communication 
studies at the university of bologna. A bay-window opens out onto a 
tiny balcony overlooking the garden of the villa where the institute has 
its offices and library. The walls of the office are covered with rows of 
well-filled bookshelves; a sofa along one wall is full of piles of papers, 
books and articles, a modest writing desk hidden under even more 
books and papers. in one corner of the room is an ibm 486 clone with 
Windows, a new article or book obviously in progress on the screen. 
eco offers me a chair in front of his desk.

in advance i had given him a list of some possible issues we might 
discuss so he would have some idea of what was on my mind: computer 
technology, the internet community and processes of cultural change. 
i begin by asking: 

“Professor Eco, you’re a man of letters, a writer, philosopher, a historian. 
on the desk beside you is a computer. Is modern computer technology 
actually functional for you as an author and literary researcher?” 

Eco glances over at the computer, smiles, then nods thoughtfully:
Yes, but sometimes the computer can also give paralyzing results. I will give 

you an example: I was invited by Jerusalem University to a symposium whose 
theme was the image of Jerusalem and the temple as an image through the 
centuries. I did not know what to do on this particular topic.

Then I said to myself, well ok, I have worked with stuff from the beginning 
of the Middle Ages; my dissertation was on Thomas Aquinas.

He points to the rows of well-filled bookshelves on my left...
Here I have all the works of Thomas Aquinas with a reasonably good 

index, and I looked there to see how many times he quoted Jerusalem and 
tried to say what use he made of the image of Jerusalem. now, if I only had 

these books - well, that index is a reasonable index which focuses only on 
the larger, more intensive treatments of the word ‘Jerusalem’ - I would have 
found say 10 or 15 tokens of ‘Jerusalem’ which I would have been able to 
examine. Unfortunately I now have the Aquinas hypertext...

He glances again at the computer in the corner... and there I found, that 
there were - well I don’t remember the exact number - but there were 
round 11,000 or so tokens...

Working with 11,000 references is just impossible. That’s far too many.
“So the system you use doesn’t ‘filter’ well enough in other words?”
I cannot manage to scan as many as 11,000 tokens. now, if I had only my 

old traditional limitations then I would probably have done something more 
or less reasonable on that particular topic. 

“That’s because the human person who is searching does it in a kind 
of sensible, intuitive way, whereas the computer just does it in a very 
mechanical way and just picks out every single example?”

My theory is that there is no difference between the Sunday new York 
Times and the Pravda of the old days. The Sunday new York Times that can 
have 600 or 700 pages altogether really just contains old news fit to print. But 
one week is not enough to read a number of the Sunday new York Times. So 
therefore, the fact that the news items are there is irrelevant, or immaterial, 
because you cannot retrieve them. So what then is the difference between 
the Pravda, which didn’t give any news, and the new York Times which 
gives too much? once upon a time, if I needed a bibliography on norway 
and semiotics, I went to a library and probably found four items. I took 
notes and found other bibliographical references. now with the Internet 
I can have 10,000 items. At this point I become paralysed. I simply have 
to choose another topic.

“So information overload and this extreme, non-intuitive selection of 
information is the main problem?

Yes, we have an excessive retrievability of information. It is neither ironical 
nor paradoxical, I think, what has happened with xerox copies.
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Travels In Hyperreality (1990). The limits of Interpretation (1990). foucault’s 
Pendulum (1989). on the Medieval Theory of Signs (1989). The Aesthetics of 
chaomos: The Middle Ages of James Joyce (1989). The open Work (1989). 
The Bomb and the general (1989). The Three Astronauts (1989). Meaning and 
Mental representations (1988). The Aesthetics of Thomas Aquinas (1988). 

Art and Beauty in the Middle Ages (1988). leonardo cremonini: Paintings and 
Watercolors 1976-1986 (1987). Semiotics and the Philosophy of language (1984). 
The Sign of Three: dupin, Holmes, Peirce (1984). Postscript to The name of the 
rose (1983). The name of the rose (1983). The role of the reader: Explorations in 
the Semiotics of Text (1979). The Theory of Semiotics (1976)

eLiTe umbeRTO eco

Eco picks up a pile of papers from the desk in front of him and waves 
them.

once I used to go to the library and take notes. I would work a lot, but at 
the end of my work I had, say,  30 files on a certain subject. now, when 
I go into the library - this has happened frequently to me in American 
libraries - I find a lot of things that I xerox and xerox and xerox in order 
to have them. When I come home with them all, and I never read them. 
I never read them at all!

“You never seem to have the time, do you? once you know that it is there, 
you feel reassured, and so you don’t read it.”

Exactly...
“xeroxing then can paralyse your reading activity? That’s another risk?”
Sure...That’s another risk which is sometimes very real.
“Yes, well then, what do you think about the idea of these personal 

information filters. This idea that you can kind of make a personal profile, and 
the system will search Internet on the basis of this?”

This is what I call the art of decimation...
 “decimation?”
decimation. You kill only one person out of ten...
He gestures towards the well-filled bookshelves again.
The number of books that only concern my specific domain, not to 

speak of the other ones that I receive weekly certainly, exaggeratedly, 
overwhelms my reading...

“Your capability, capacity?”
...my capability, my time. If you have a certain experience you are able 

to... well, you can make a very random decimation. on this or that subject 
for instance, there may be no more than ten possible new ideas. It is rare 
that that is the case.

“And the working hypotheses you make are based on these?”
So .. if I read only one out of ten books, probably there will be an idea in 

there I can find, and if it is not there, then it will be in the next group of ten 

books that I pick up. But this is a very random thing.
“But it is also very much based on your past experience, obviously?”
oh, sure, it is random, but based upon past experience.
He reaches for a book from his desk and begins to thumb through it.
ok, now I am able to open this at the first page, to look at the summary, 

to see the bibliography and to understand if the fellow is reliable or not; 
if there is something new there or not. And since I have long experience, 
my decimation is oriented. I sense it is better that I read this, and not 
that etceteras.

“So you are able in a way to recognize newness, or innovation?”
In a way, in a way. I can commit mistakes of course, but if I make a mistake 

today, I probably won’t do that tomorrow. Possibly I may choose to disregard 
some book or other and that may be a mistake, but the next week I will 
come across yet another book, and so on. But a student of 20 years old, or 
even of 30 does not have this kind of filtering ability. We have to invent a 
practice, a theory. A practice or training in decimation.

“Well now, how do we do that?”
Eco leans forward eagerly in his chair.
Well, it still has to be invented. There must be some rules. There are 

some very elementary rules such as: control the dates of the bibliography 
for instance. If you are working on a certain subject you may find many 
references from 1993 and 1994. But in relation to other subjects finding 
only references from 1993 and 1994 might be negative, you ought to be 
finding some older dates.

So if you read a book on kant and you have only a bibliography from 
the nineteen-nineties then this is suspect. The author is working from 
secondary sources. If you are reading a book on hypertext and you find an 
old bibliography then this is suspect, because every day there is something 
new about this particular field. So there may be some first, elementary rules 
you can use in order to isolate certain things immediately.

(to be continued in the next number)
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ABoVE: megAhens 
(WITH frAnco VErdI)
1984 AcrYlIc on Wood /MIxEd nEdIA 
cM. 120 x 150 x 5 / In. 42½ x59 x 2 (PEr 
ArT Work) P.138 (PEr ArT Work) 

lEfT And cEnTEr: mARe /The seA
1983 oIl on cAnVAS / MIxEd MEdIA
cM. 120 x 100, In. 47½ x 39½ In., P.50 

lEfT: fRAncO veRDi
in cOnceRT 
PErforMAncE & concErT
1979 

rIgHT: frAnco VErdI
in cOnceRT 
PErforMAncE & concErT
1979  

rIgHT And cEnTEr: unTiTLeD 2
1982 oIl on cAnVAS 
cM. 120 x 100, In. 47½ x 39½ In., P.50
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inVocation to the mother, 1999 WATeRcOLOR, in. 49 x 42 / cm. 125 x 107
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It 
muses me when I am referred 
to as a “master of watercolor.” 
That always evokes the image 

of myself as Mickey Mouse in Fantasia. 
I saw this movie in South America 
with my mother. I was very young. The 
character of Mickey Mouse was as an 
apprentice to the Master Magician. As 
an apprentice, Mickey Mouse carried 
a big mop. Then, one time he tried to 
do what the Magician did, hut he used 
his mop as a wand. And then found 

he was out of control and water was 
coming, up in a big flood that could not 
be stopped. And as an artist, your well 
know there is such a contrivance for 
watercolorists called a mop hush. As 
the apprentice to a Master Magician, 
Mickey Mouse was “in training.” Like 
this character I train constantly, seeking 
searching, learning what to do with the 
water. And like the apprentice to 
life that I am, my master magician 
works through me, oftentimes painting 

images in to the water that I had not 
originally intended.

Many viewers of my work see faces 
and objects that I don’t know are 
there. I work so diligently to, execute 
the composition, only to find there 
are things in the painting not made 
by my hand.

One could define my work as figurative, 
but “object recognition” may he better 
suited, since much the painting is 
abstracted. It is very swish, juicy, floods 
of moving, paint that shape and form 
live in, While earlier works were of 
singular object, placing the viewer in 
the perspective of an ant or a bee’s eye 
view, the later works tend to have a sort 
of a “magical realism” which forms a 
narrative, and to which scribbling or 
writing goes into them. There is a sense 
of playfulness as bout the paintings, 
because I like humor. In the painting 
The Final Coming, I referred to the 
poem by W.B.Yeats, and said that the 
animals used were endanger species, 
except for the serpent. The animals were 
indeed an endangered species, and all 
the animals that are endangered I try 
to use in my paintings where they are 
apropos. The serpents in my paintings, 
and there are two more in progress, 
are ancient glyphs for cosmic, and vital 
electricity. So this age we have begun is an 
age of this electricity. In this usage, I am 
addressing another language, a hidden 
language, one that is encased in figures 
recognizable to the collective. 

The work that I was doing before 
this was in Social Work, working with 
teenagers and using art as a tool for 
self-awareness. So I knew a little bit 
about the unconscious, which in my 
paintings is an analogy for water. I was 
tempted to take a degree in Art Therapy, 
and I would say that this was “my last 
temptation.” A life crisis occurred and 
it was then that I committed myself 
to some talents still buried in me. Of 
course I made a joke on myself. I asked 
myself “what would I do if I had only 
five years or less to live? I answered to 
myself that I would do art. At that time 
I was green behind my ears about the 
art field I am now involved with and 
it is evident that those parenthetical 
“five years” have been greatly extended. 
What seemed to happen was that having 
given “purpose a critical situation, 
invoked a force that moved me forward 
along my way, and my life took on a new 
meaning. All artists have this force and it 
pours into their art form.

cOnTAcT ART ADDicTiOn OR The ARTisT if yOu’D Like mORe infORmATiOn
Jr Ballard / 8265 kingsbrook no. 248, Houston, Texas 77024 USA  +1 713 467-0673

info@artaddiction.se
e-mail: jrb773@hal-pc.org

The finAL cOming, 1998 WATErcolor, TExT And collAgE, In. 51 x 35 / cM. 130 x 89 
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Alexandru Nestor plays with palpable 
things in order to create illusion. His works 
are the result of conspicuous combinations of 
heterogeneous objects. In his way, Nestor is 
a preposterous collector of curios. His studio 
looks like a cabinet of a Renaissance prince 
with scientific propensities.  Shells, rocks and 
gems, bottles of every kind, old maps end 
books, coins, herbarium, clockworks, feathers 
end stuffed birds are collectible items which 
cover in piles the floor and every corner of 
the room.  From this heap of objects the artist 
selects the elements for his unorthodox works.

Nestor has a juvenile appetite for games: 
his works are puzzle-like compositions. Using 
cobbler’s old hoot patterns, thousand of little 
clock wheels, bells, bulbs, switches and every 
conceivable outdated, discarded objects Nestor 
re-creates a world, a world of his own.  For 
Nestor is a dreamer end a master of 
illusion as well.
The t iny  objects  f rom which he 
combines his works arc not junks as 
those used by the Danish artists Henry 
Heerup and William Freddie in mid 1930s. 
Instead they are leftovers from various 
old workshops. Skilled in many fields 
Nestor is, in the meantime, cobbler, joiner, 
plumber, blacksmith, watchmaker and 
jeweler for his assemblages. His works ore 
mainly wooden boxes, cases, caskets and 
trunks of various size end shape. Some 
of them are anthropomorphic figures 
sustained on wooden hoot patterns. The 
hatted heeds are actually lighted bulbs with their 
shades. Thus the assemblage figures become 
functional also. Clocks are incorporated in 
others. Some resemble scientific instruments 
with plenty of dials and scales, often electrically 
activated. Still others are mocking precious 
pieces of furniture. In every shelf or every 
drawer there is a surprise: a shell, a butterfly, a 
stone, a leaf, a root, o feather, a nickel, a stamp, 
a toy figure or a photograph. As a genuine 
collector Nestor labeled all these exhibits, 
sometimes in Latin or German, using scientific 
terms.

Nestor has also in 
mind the pictorial side 
of his works. The brass 
drawers’ handles and 
hinges are glittering on 
the polished mahogany. 
Sometimes dried leafs 
are pasted on the doors 
of his tiny sideboards. 
Their natural shades 
rendered vividness to the whole. Thus the artist 
succeeds to bridge the elusive gap between 
life and art. Other surfaces are covered with 
stamps and scraps from old newspapers and 
commercials.  History and culture resound in 
these collage pictures.

Nestor uses sometimes paint for his 
sophisticated works. Within his subdued, refined 
palette, which frequently was related to his 

gold end silvers of precious metals, 
he would put forth either matte or 
brilliant examples of these colors, 
along with purple, pink and red.
Humor plays a great part in 
Nestor’s art. The idea of combining 
such heterogeneous items in order 
to obtain a case or an assemblage 
figure is humorous in itself. Besides, 
titles are ironically chosen too: 
The Flossy Chinese, The Tired 
Maid, The Sensible Triangle, Three-
tongues Warrior, and A Butterfly 
Infatuated with Armstrong.
Recently Nestor was inspired 

by old German legends and Richard Wagner’s 
operas. Consequently ho illustrated, in his 
original way The Rhinegold. The juxtaposition 
of dials end scales are meant to reveal King 
Niebelung’s coat of mail.  The arched top of 
a sideboard magnificently suggests Hagen’s 
befeathered helmet. Darker shades are intended 
to stress the gloomy nature of this character.

With wide cultural propensities Alexandru 
Nestor is able to portray a mythic past and to 
destroy the cliché of contemporary life using 
its own weapons.
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born in JApAn and lives in TOkyO. 

Solo Exhibitions in Tokyo: 1988, 1989, 1992, 1993, 1995, 1998. Published 

artworks: new Art international 1999, Direct Art magazine 

1999, 2000, 2001, World Of Art 2000, 2001. Awards: Diploma of 

excellence /The spring Annual venezia palazzo correr 1999, 

certificate of merit /The 6th female Artist’s Art Annual, Art 

Addiction, stockholm 1999. 
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SaUerbrUch hUtton architectS 
WinneRs Of inTeRnATiOnAL Design 
cOmpeTiTiOn fOR 
MUSEUM of conTEMPorArY ArT And 
MoVIng IMAgE cEnTrE in syDney 

sAueRbRuch huTTOn ARchiTecTs (Berlin / london) have been 

selected as architects for the ‘Museum of contemporary Art and 

Moving Image center’ (McA / MIc) in Sydney, Australia. The decision 

finalizes a process begun in August last year with the selection 

of five architectural practices. The four other architectural firms 

invited to present concept designs were richard francis Jones 

(Sydney), nonda katsalidis (Melbourne), rafael Moneo (Madrid) and 

francesco Venezia (naples).

The chairman of the McA Jury, Professor Wilfried Wang (Harvard), 

said the Jury members believed the commissioning of such a cultural 

venue at West circular Quay in the Harbor of Sydney - arguably one 

of the most beautiful sites in the world - was the most prominent in 

Sydney since the opera House. The McA Jury comprised Professor 

Wilfried Wang, McA director Elizabeth Ann Macgregor, nSW Art 

gallery director Edmund capon, film-maker dr george Miller and 

the lord Mayor of Sydney frank Sartor.

As part of a two stage jury process, the architects had submitted 

two schemes, one involving retention of the existing “Maritime 

PreSS releaSe

Services Board” building on site and the other replacing it with 

a completely new building.

Scheme 1 retains the existing building, earmarked for office 

space, with the addition of new building, called the “rock”, to house 

a Moving Image center. A luminous glass “light box” hovers above 

both buildings housing the new gallery space.

Scheme 2 embraces a totally new building that allows for a 

vast internal public foyer acting as an entry point to two cinemas 

constituting a Moving Image centre, and the new gallery space 

above. cafes, restaurants and bars align the waterfront at the 

southern end of the building.

over the next six weeks both schemes will be on exhibition and 

discussed by the public.

The cost of development will be approximately 100 million 

Australian dollars.

sauerbruch hutton architects are renowned for their designs of 

buildings, including the Photonics center, the gSW Headquarter 

Building and the german Headquarters of the British council 

in Berlin.

recent rewards include the AIA (london) Excellence in design 

(1996), the Erich Schelling Prize in Architecture (1998), rIBA Awards 

london (1999 and 2000) as well as the Berlin Architecture Award 

2000. sauerbruch hutton architects were nominated for the Mies 

van der rohe Award for European

Architecture as well as the World Architecture Award 2001.
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reVieWS

ART gALLeRy Of neW 
sOuTh WALes
Art gallery Road

The Domain, sydney 2000 Australia

Tel +61 2 9225 1744

www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au

neW pAinTing in AusTRALiA: 
phenOmenA

23 June - 12 AugusT

new Painting in Australia: Phenomena 

is the first in a series of three 

exhibitions organised by the 

Art gallery of new South Wales 

which will survey current painting 

practice by leading artists from 

around Australia - some familiar 

names, others not so well known.  

The exhibitions will highlight 

the relevance of Australian 

painting to contemporary culture 

at the beginning of the new 

millennium.

from the enormous variety of 

different painters and painting 

styles currently seen in Australia, 

the curator, Michael Wardell, 

has selected a group of fourteen 

artists who are breaking new 

grounds in their careers with 

some of their best works to date.  

All are individuals, not part of a 

defined school, yet all share a 

concern for painting more than 

just a simulation of what is seen 

by the eye.  Above all, they 

are concerned with notions of 

poetry and beauty which can be 

appreciated over and above their 

conceptual concerns.

After viewing in Sydney, this 

exhibition will travel to the Ian 

Potter gallery in Melbourne where it will 

be on view from 24 november 2001 to 

20 January 2002.

QueensLAnD ART 
gALLeRy
Queensland cultural Art centre

melbourne st  

south brisbane qld 4101

Tel +61 7 3840 7303

www.qag.qld.gov.au / gallery@qag.qld.gov.au

JOhn bRAck: insiDe AnD OuTsiDe
A nATiOnAL gALLeRy Of AusTRALiA 
TRAveLLing exhibiTiOn

31 mAy - 29 JuLy 2001

This exhibition displays the works of one of 

Australia’s most intelligent and outstanding 

artists, whose penetrating gaze illuminated 

aspects of Australian urban life. Born in 

Melbourne in 1920, Brack first achieved 

prominence in the 1950s. for over forty 

years, he was at the forefront of Australian 

art and produced some of our most iconic 

images. More than any other Australian artist 

of his generation, Brack was a painter of 

modern life - its starkness, its shadows, and 

its brooding self-reflection. There will be 

ongoing drawing activities in association 

with the exhibition.

vincenT bROWn (1901- 2001)
A cenTenARy TRibuTe

June 6 - 31 OcTObeR 2001

This focus display pays tribute to the late 

Vincent Brown, the first local artist to fully 

embrace and celebrate the modern movement 

in art. He was born in 1901 in fortitude Valley 

into a migrant family from the dalmatian 

coast in croatia, and he constantly sought 

his subjects in the inner suburbs of Brisbane 

and its river. from 1936 to 1939 he studied at 

the Slade School and the grosvenor School 

in london. during his career in Queensland 

Brown worked in oils, watercolours, drawing 

and print making, and was intensely involved 

in designing and performing for the theatre. 

This focus display is the gallery’s contribution 

to Queensland day 2001.

pApeRWORks
AusTRALiAn ARTisTs expLORing 
DRAWing AnD The pRinTeD imAge

7 June - 5 AugusT 2001

chosen from the gallery’s extensive collection 

of prints, drawings and photographs, this 

exhibition provides an ideal opportunity to 

examine different approaches to drawing and 

the printed image. The exhibition expands the 

idea of drawing, by considering it as a primary 

and direct means of visually presenting ideas 

and concepts in finished work, using paper 

as a base. It includes large-scale drawings 

by Bernhard Sachs, Peter kennedy and Ian 

friend; etchings by graham fransella, Aida 

Tomescu and raymond Arnold; and a print 

installation by Bonita Ely. Paperworks explores 

ABoVE: JEnnIfEr JoSEPH 
THE MArkS of ExISTEncE 
AcrYlIc And PEncIl on WoodEn TEA cHEST lIdS
41x31cM, coUrTESY of THE ArTIST
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a number of themes relevant to contemporary 

art through mark-making on paper.

phOTOgRAphy fROm OuR RegiOn

21 JuLy - nOvembeR 2001

This collection-based exhibition includes 

contemporary works from new Zealand, 

Australia, Japan and South korea. Photography 

within these countries is recognised as being 

a significant force in recent art practice. 

Amongst the artists represented are Peter 

Peryer, laurence Aberhart, Anne noble, koo 

Bohn-chang, Yasumasa Morimura, kozo 

Miyoshi, rosemary laing, Ella dreyfus and Jon 

rhodes. on display in gallery 15.

museum Of 
cOnTempORARy ART, 
syDney
140 george street, the rocks, sydney

phone: +61 2 9252 4033

email: adavis@mca.com.au

22 June - 19 AugusT 2001
When eLephAnTs pAinT 
kOmAR AnD meLAmiD, The AsiAn 
eLephAnT ART & cOnseRvATiOn 
pROJecT

An exhibition by new York-based russian 

artists Vitaly komar and Alexander Melamid 

of paintings created by elephants from 

The Asian Elephant Art & conservation 

Project (AEAcP). 

The AEAcP was established by conceptual 

artists komar & Melamid in 1997 as a means 

of raising awareness of the plight of Asian 

elephants whose numbers were steadily 

declining in countries such as Thailand, 

India and Indonesia where destruction and 

deforestation of their natural habitat, civil unrest, 

and a ban on teak logging had put many of the 

elephants and their trainers (mahouts) out of 

work and in a perilous situation. 

Also presented in the exhibition is another of 

komar&Melamid’s animal projects, Moscow 

Through the Eyes of Mikki, a series of 

Polaroid photographs of Moscow’s red 

Square taken by a seven-year old russian 

chimpanzee Mikki.

nATiOnAL gALLeRy Of 
AusTRALiA 
gpO box 1150 

cAnbeRRA AcT 2601 

phone +61 2 6240 6431 fAx +61 2 6240 6561 

www.nga.gov.au 

eisLAnDs in The sun: 
pRinTs fROm The OceAnic cOLLecTiOn 

17 febRuARy-23 sepTembeR 2001 

The indigenous peoples of the Oceanic region 
share the same recent history. 
Colonised by Europeans, they have all had 
to struggle to maintain their individual 
cultural identities.  In each of these societies 
the arts flourish and are characterised by a 
renewed interest in traditional images, designs 
and narratives.  The exhibition presents 
contemporary woodcuts, screenprints and 
lithographs by the indigenous peoples 
of mainland 
Australia, Torres Strait, Bathurst Island, 
Nighini, Aorearoa and Samoa - where 
printmaking has proved vital in making the 
visual arts widely accessible.

JApAn AnD AusTRALiA - 
A ceRAmic DiALOgue 

31 mARch-16 sepTembeR 2001 

This exhibition from the National Gallery 
of Australia’s ceramic collection, shows 
some of the influences of Japanese ceramic 
traditions and methods on 
Australian potters. During the past thirty 
years, a number of Japanese potters lived and 
worked in Australia, often in collaboration 
with local practitioners. While their work was 
based on Japanese traditional and regional 
techniques, it also began to reflect their 
experiences of the Australian environment. 
In turn, many Australian potters, a number 
of whom had travelled and worked in Japan, 
drew upon their experiences of Japanese firing 
and glazing methods in making ceramics with 
a particularly strong material presence. 
The works included in this exhibition 
illustrate this fusion of techniques and 
environmental and cultural influences. (In 
the water gallery), 

mODeRn AusTRALiAn WOmen: 
pAinTings AnD pRinTs 1925-1945 

13 JuLy - 26 AugusT 2001 

The exhibition focuses on the outstanding 
work by Australia’s great women artists of the 
modernist period.  Modern 
Australian Women combines 
some well-known names in 
Australian art history such 
as Margaret Preston, Grace 
Cossington Smith with others 
who deserve better recognition 
- Sybil Craig, Kathleen 
O’Connor, Lina Bryans.  Other 
artists in the exhibition such 
as Stella Bowen and Clarice 

Beckett have only recently started to receive 
the attention they deserve. 

fRiDA kAhLO, DiegO RiveRA AnD 
mexicAn mODeRnism: The JAcQues 
AnD nATAshA 
geLmAn cOLLecTiOn 

13 JuLy - 28 OcTObeR 2001 

The haunting self-portraits of the Mexican 
artist Frida Kahlo are renowned for their 
dream-like quality and emotional intensity. 
A strong and passionate individual, Kahlo 
overcame injury and 
personal hardship 
to become one of 
the world’s best-
known woman artists. 
Celebrated by the 
Surrealists in her 
own lifetime, Kahlo 
has attained cult-like 
status for her art 
and her tempestuous 
love life with Diego 
Rivera, Mexico’s 
most prominent 
modern painter. An 
outstanding selection of works by Kahlo and 
Rivera forms the centrepiece of the Jacques 
and Natasha Gelman collection, regarded 
as the most significant private holding of 
20th century Mexican art. Jacques Gelman, 
the Russian emigre film producer, and his wife 
Natasha built up the collection over many 
years of acquaintance and collaboration with 
Mexico’s greatest creative artists. Including 
work by other famous painters such as José 
Clemente Orozco, David Alfaro Siqueiros 
and Rufino Tamayo, this exhibition will 
showcase Kahlo’s and Rivera’s work and 
present them in the context of a broader 
history of Mexican modernism. 

Anne DAngAR AT mOLy sAbATA:
TRADiTiOn AnD innOvATiOn 

13 JuLy-28 OcTObeR 2001 

An initial trip to France in 1926 with 
the Sydney painter, Grace Crowley led to 
Dangar taking up residence with the artists’ 
community, Moly Sabata, led by Albert 
Gleizes at Sablon, situated on the Rhône.  She 
immersed herself in the subsistence lifestyle 
characteristic of traditional peasant existence, 
learning to produce glazed terracotta ware in 
the Gallo-Roman manner.  In drawing upon 
these ancient vernacular ceramic traditions, 

Dangar produced an innovative 
model of domestic ware that 
married these forms with her own 
experiments in Cubist inspired 
decoration during the 1930s-40s.  
The majority of works in this 
exhibition are loans from the 
collection of the Foundation Albert 
Gleizes, France, complemented 
by NGA works. 
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museum Of syDney 
On the site of first government house

corner bridge and phillip streets, sydney. 

for further information /interviews /images please 

phone historic houses Trust of nsW 

Tel +61 2 9692 8366 

by WATeR
fROm keRRy sTOkes’ pRivATe cOLLecTiOn

30 June TO 25 nOvembeR 2001

A new exhibition focusing on water - which 
has held a fascination for, and has challenged 
the perceptions of Classical and Romantic 
artists for centuries -will open at the Museum 
of Sydney on 30 June, 2001.

By Water is a diverse exhibition featuring 
rare artworks by prominent artists and 
photographers, interesting objects, charts and 
a rare collection of books not previously seen 
in NSW.  These items chosen from the personal 
collection of Kerry Stokes by Curator John 
Stringer, reflect Kerry Stokes’ personal interests that 
include history, exploration and art.

Water has volatile properties which artists 
have used to bring an emotional mood to 
landscape painting.  Classical artists for 
example, idealised the planet by showing water 
as a calm natural resource.  Romantic artists, 
however, were more obsessed with the power of 
nature seeing water as an inspiring but potentially 
threatening, violent force.

Water also looms large in the life of 
most Australians - either by its absence in 
Australia’s interior or its abundance on 
the coastline.

Quite apart from sustaining each organism 
in our food chain, water covers an immense 
portion of the earth’s surface.  As John Stringer 
remarks:  “It is hardly surprising that water 
has such an intense focus in our culture 
and collections.” 

Over 80 pieces have been especially chosen 
for By Water ranging from Dutch paintings 
and maps of the 17th century to publications, 
manuscripts and navigation instruments from 
the 18th and 19th centuries.  From the 19th 

century on, By Water 
presents an intriguing 
mix of fine art from 
overseas as well as 
Australian works that 
cover both western and 
Aboriginal traditions.
Acknowledging the 
indigenous perspectives 
on water, By Water 
inc ludes  mid  and 
la te  20th  century 
works by Aboriginal 
artists Ngulmarmar 
and Janangoo Butcher 
Cherel.  
Images by Bonaventura 
Peeters, Oswald Brierly, 
Conrad Martens, Louis 
de Sainson, Lewis Roper 
Fitzmaurice,  Norman 
Lindsay and Frank 
Hurley span a period 
of 4 centuries.  There’s 
an extraordinary three 
volume set of The South 
Polar Times signed 
by Antarctic explorer 
Shackleton and a display 
of coins personally 
collected by Kerry Stokes 
during the mission to 
recover the wreck of the 
Batavia from the Indian 
Ocean in 1963.
Kerry Stokes,  AO 
has been collecting for 
almost three decades; 
focussing chiefly on 
Australian masters.  
He considers himself a 
custodian rather than 
an owner.

museum Of syDney
On the site of first government house

corner phillip & bridge streets, sydney

Tel +61 2 9251 5988

www.hht.nsw.gov.au

A property managed by the Historic Houses 

Trust of  new South Wales

opened in  May  1995 , the  Museum of 

Sydney (MoS) is a new and adventurous 

m u s e u m  o n  a n  h i s t o r i c  s i t e ,  t h a t  o f 

Australia’s first government House.  It’s a 

place with many layers - the archaeological 

remains of governor Phi l l ip’s house, the 

modern architecture of  denton corker 

Marshall , with permanent and temporary 

displays created by historians, curators, 

art ists and others.

The  Museum o f  Sydney  exp lo res  the 

wor lds  o f  co lon ia l  and  contemporary 

Sydney through objects, pictures, stories 

and digital-media technologies.  Starting 

f rom before 1788 when Austra l ia  was 

co lon i sed  -  some say  invaded  -  MoS 

takes you on a journey exploring Sydney’s 

people, p laces and cul tures, then and 

now.

Under  the  fo recour t  o f  M oS  l i e s  the 

foundations of the house built by first fleet 

convicts for Arthur Phil l ip in 1788.  Since 

1984, a ser ies of  major archaeological 

digs has identified the complex formations 

of f i rst  government House and its later 

additions buried since their demolition in 

1845.  Thousands of artefacts used by the 

occupants have been retrieved and provide 

a new view of our colonial  roots.

The story of  the indigenous people of 

Sydney is woven through the fabric of 

M o S.  fr o m  t h e  f o u n d a t i o n s  o f  f i r s t 

government House and the visual isation 

of Sydney’s history through panoramas to 

the ghostly tales of the Bond Store and 

the hundreds of curious found objects 

in the col lectors chests, MoS tel ls the 

stories of Sydney.
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mOnAsh univeRsiTy 
gALLeRy
ground floor, building no 55 

Wellington Road 

cLAyTOn vic 3800 Australia

meDiA ReLeAse
LighTness Of being: 
cOnTempORARy phOTOgRAphic ART 
fROm AusTRALiA

22 mAy - 7 JuLy 2001

Monash University gallery is delighted 

to present the international touring 

exhibition, “lightness of Being: contemporary 

Photographic Art from Australia”, commencing 

22 May 2001. 

The exhibition was curated last year for the 

neuer Berliner kunstverein nBk, Berlin by 

Bernice Murphy, currently Vice-President, 

IcoM (International council of Museums), 

Paris and former director, Museum of 

contemporary Art, Sydney. 

The nBk is a major art centre located in the 

former East Berlin, situated just northeast 

of the Brandenburg gate. 

The lightness of Being exhibition now returns 

to Australia after successfully touring to four 

venues in germany including Berlin, Stuttgart, 

chemnitz and Velbert. 

Photographic works by 15 distinguished, 

contemporary Australian artists have been 

reVieWSART in AusTRALiA

 
13 JuLy - 21 OcTObeR 2001

RObeRT mAcpheRsOn 

The most comprehensive survey yet held of one 

of Australia’s most respected contemporary 

artists. MacPherson’s work is bold, accessible, 

humorous and beautiful.  Born in Queensland 

in 1937, MacPherson’s art utilises the rich 

and colourful culture of his rural childhood, 

working with subject matter and materials 

that are intensely local, as well as engaging 

with an international dialogue.  The language 

of roadside signage, fruit and vegetable 

shops, street hobos and car enthusiasts 

is expressed in MacPherson’s paintings, 

installations and sculptural works, which are 

regarded highly by international curators 

and collectors. 

DuneDin pubLic ART 
gALLeRy & 
OTAgO seTTLeRs 
museum
31 Queens gardens

p O box 566, Dunedin Australia

Tel +61 3 474 3452

pOWeR peOpLe pLAce

This ongoing exhibition from the gallery’s 

permanent collection reveals some famous 

places and people, focusing on changes in 

the distribution of power. Your chance to 

see the favourites.

fAbRicATiOn
30 June - 26 AugusT 2001

In this exhibition, ten new Zealand artists 

and one Australian explore what it means 

to ‘fabricate’. from Mary Macpherson’s 

intensely coloured photographs of garments 

to Ani o’neill’s woven starscape, these 

works call on the colour and finesse of craft 

and applied art, and put a subversive spin 

on those traditions.

fuse
30 June - 26 AugusT 2001

Blasts of light from nine exciting new Zealand 

artists. Stella Brennan fills tubs with light. 

Bill culbert spills a waterfall of light-tubes 

across the floor. And Michael Parekowhai, 

in one of the gallery’s newest acquisitions, 

creates a virtual marae from fourteen 

seductively glowing lightboxes.

gOOD WORk: The Jim bARR AnD mARy 
bARR cOLLecTiOn
7 JuLy - 2 sepTembeR 2001

good Work showcases Australian and new 

Zealand art from one of the freshest and most 

risk-taking art collections in new Zealand. The 

first substantial exhibition 

of the Barr collection since 

1997, it includes work from 

1971 through to 2001.  It 

includes works by Michael 

Parekowhai, Jeffrey Harris, 

ricky Swallow, Mikala dywer, 

and colin Mccahon.

nAncy DWyeR: 
visiTing ARTisT’s 
pROJecT
14 JuLy - 16 sepTembeR 
2001

nancy dwyer is prominent 

among a new generation of 

American artists who fuse 

concrete poetry, painting and 

sculpture to create imposing, 

playful and subversive works 

of word art.

fROm LATe June 
cOnes 

come and see the new 

permanent aerial sculpture by 

the internationally renowned 

christchurch sculptor, neil dawson. cones 

will consist of a soaring line of five conical 

shapes, constructed from different forms, 

materials and colours and suspended high in 

the gallery’s three-story foyer.

mAgnum - OuR TuRning WORLD
8 sepTembeR - 18 nOvembeR 2001

consisting of 350 photographs, this exhibition 

is a visual account of the end of the century, 

a personal interpretation of the world by 

56 photographers. It explores the large 

range of different styles within documentary 

photography.

AROunD The cLOck sTReeT ART

Video After dark, in the gallery’s front window 

- changes monthly. rear Window, at 40 Moray 

Place. Showcasing fresh art, on the street 

and around the clock.

OTAgO seTTLeRs museum

OngOing exhibiTiOns

The museum’s permanent and temporary 

exhibitions feature the rich cultural diversity 

of otago’s people. 

fiLm ARchive

A collection of films and documentaries with 

a special emphasis on new Zealand social 

history from The new Zealand film Archive 

available to be viewed in comfortable and 

warm surroundings. 

ABoVE: PATrIcIA PIccInInI
‘So2 (SocIAl STUdIES)’ 2000
TYPE c PHoTogrAPH
80.0 x 80.0 cM
coUrTESY THE ArTIST And
TolArno gAllErIES, MElBoUrnE
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cATching...The hARbOuR

21 JuLy - 10 febRuARy 2002

catching...the Harbour slips beneath the 

surface of Sydney Harbour to explore the history, 

archaeology, and diversity of marine life in the 

world’s most beautiful port. Blending science 

and art, catching...the Harbour illuminates 

the continued importance of Sydney Harbour 

to its traditional owners and those who came 

with and after the arrival of the British.  four 

million people live on the shores of Sydney 

and have no idea the history or inhabitants of 

these famous waters.

ART gALLeRy Of WesTeRn 
AusTRALiA
pO box 8363, perth business centre

perth WA 6849 Australia

Tel +61 8 9492 6600  fax +61 8 9492 6655

admin@artgallery.wa.gov.au

Web: www.artgallery.wa.gov.au  

mOneT & JApAn

7 JuLy - 16 sepTembeR 2001

organised by the national gallery of Australia 

in association with the Art gallery of Western 

Australia, the exhibition will present Monet’s 

exploration of the pictorial possibilities of 

Japanese art as a unique example of interchange 

between france and Japan.  33 paintings 

by Monet, together with over 70 Japanese 

woodblock prints, sketch-books, painted scrolls 

and screens will be presented. 

svein kOningen 
cOnTempORARy sTuDiO 
gALLeRy
8 Dolphin crescent

noosa sound QLD 4567 Australia

Tel +61 7 5455 5282

www.konigen.com.au

A cOLOuR DReAm
The WORks Of AusTRALiAn 

ARTisT svein kOningen

Vibrant colour, bold 

shapes and raw energy 

are the s ignature 

marks of contemporary 

noosa-based artist Svein 

koningen, who has the 

unusual honor of being 

titled an ‘emerging 

Australian artist’ at 

age 55.

Shaded blocks, ridged 

rectangles, sensual 

movement, geomet-

ric shapes and startling splashes and swirls 

dominate his exuberantly colored and tactile 

canvases, transporting the viewer to a paral-

lel world of dreams, fleeting ideas, and half-

captured thoughts. 

like the forefather of abstract expressionism, 

Jackson Pollock, Svein creates his masterpieces 

in a horizontal position in his home studio in 

noosa, using layers of paint, palette knives, 

trowels and sweeping movements to create an 

explosion of brilliant colour and form.

following in the tradition of this action painter, he 

drips and splashes paint onto the canvas, using 

almost any tool at his disposal to create intricate 

patterns and layers of color.

for Svein, inspiration for the works is derived from 

the process of development and exploration, 

well as the original idea.  

The Australian countryside, particularly the 

desert and beach, architecture, human emotion 

and the beauty of nature are reoccurring 

themes within his works.

peRTh insTiTuTe Of 
cOnTempORARy ARTs 
(PIcA)
51 James street, perth cultural centre

gpO box p1221 perth WA 6844

Tel +61 8 9227 6144 fax+61 8 9227 6539

www.pica.org.au

JuLy 5 - AugusT 12
cybeR cuLTuRes
susTAineD ReLeAse cuRATeD by kAThy 
cLeLAnD fOR The cAsuLA 
pOWeRhOuse

Melinda rackham, John Tonkin, Ian Haig, 

The lycette Bros, Maureen  lander,  John 

fairclough, Martine corompt, leon cmielewski 

and Josephine Starrs.

A program of new media featuring leading 

new media artists from  Australia, new 

Zealand and the Uk.

selected to reflect strong social and political 

contexts - crucial to a german art audience - 

as well as to represent new conceptual and 

technological innovations in photomedia. 

Artists represented include Pat Brassington, 

destiny deacon, Jane Eisemann, Anne ferran, 

fiona foley, Bill Henson, Peter kennedy, 

rosemary laing, fiona Macdonald, Tracey 

Moffatt, John nixon, Susan norrie, Mike Parr, 

Patricia Piccinini and robyn Stacey. 

Peter kennedy’s wall installation was inspired 

by the film Het Meisje Met Het rode Haar/The 

girl with the red Hair (directed by Ben Verborg, 

1956) and formed part of a major installation 

commemorating major public events of the 

20th century with its catastrophic human loss 

in the two World Wars.  It consists of disparate 

images including portrait photographs, movie 

stills, snapshots and forensic images of the 

suicide of the family of a notorious nazi 

commander to interpret the totality of loss 

during World War 11.

Tracey Moffatt’s most recent photo silkscreens, 

from the Invocations series, draw upon a 

broad vocabulary of cartoon, poster, film 

and fresco devices to conjure theatrical 

yet dark visions of contemporary urban 

Indigenous culture. 

current developments in scientific research 

and genetics have triggered digital artist, 

Patricia Piccinini’s satirical configuration of 

iconic, cyber-pets as a means to investigate 

the consumer culture of fabricated desire 

in advertising.  

This exhibition has been assisted by the 

commonwealth government through the 

Australia council, its arts funding and 

advisory body

for further enquiries, please contact 

nicola Vance, marketing manager, Monash 

University gallery. Tel: 9905 1632 or email: 

nicola.Vance@adm.monash.edu.au 

AusTRALiAn museum 
6 college street, 

sydney, nsW 2010 Australia

Tel: +61 2 9320 6000 fax: +61 2 9320 6068

www.austmus.gov.au

sisTeRs Of chARiTy 1838 - 2001

30 June - 14 OcTObeR 2001

The Sisters of charity are driven by two central 

principles-to live their lives in the service of 

the poor and to minister where they find need, 

however controversial. They have worked 

tirelessly for more than 150 years in the eastern 

states of Australia. Through a series of artefacts 

and photos, Sisters of charity 1838 to 2001 

highlights their history and commitment to 

the community while unveiling the mystery 

surrounding the habit. 

reVieWSART in AusTRALiA
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1998 cYBEr cUlTUrES 

BAlloonIng THE ElEMEnTS

PolYMEr AcrYlIc on cAnVAS

155 x 130 cM
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Art Addiction was founded in 1993 to promote the art and the work 

of contemporary artists. 

it pursues its aim mainly by organizing international exhibitions of 

its members work. in the past years, Art Addiction has organized 

a series of 50 major international exhibitions at the Art Addiction 

gallery in stockholm, palazzo correr in venice, piccola galleria correr 

in venice and Art Addiction virtual gallery.                                  

Art Addiction also maintain the internet Art museum virtual art 

gallery  including the works of more than 500 artists from 65 

countries, which is regularly consulted by galleries, organizers 

and individual buyers. 

Art Addiction is a meeting point for art and artists, a forum that 

artists can exhibit their latest works, a place where all media of 

artistic expression will stimulate the sensitivity of the art lover, 

penetrating his inner vision. 

in operation for less than eight years, Art Addiction has over 6000 

artists exposed. The Art Addiction international Art Association 

AAiAA has more than 600 artist members.

exhibiTiOns ORgAniZeD by ART ADDicTiOn gALLeRy 1993 - 2001 

1993 The 1st int’l exhibition of miniature Art stockholm sweden

1994 ”graphic Addictions”, The 1st int’l graphic Art exhibition sweden

1994 The 1st int’l female Artist’s Art Annual stockholm sweden

1994 The 2nd int’l exhibition of miniature Art stockholm sweden

1995 ”graphic Addictions”, The 2nd int’l graphic Art exhibition sweden

1995 The 2nd int’l female Artist’s Art Annual stockholm sweden

1995 The 3rd int’l exhibition of miniature Art stockholm sweden

1996 The 3rd int’l female Artist’s Art Annual stockholm sweden

1996 ”graphic Addictions”, The 3rd int’l graphic Art exhibition sweden

Office: möRbyLunD 19, 9TR.  se-18230 DAnDeRyD  sTOckhOLm  sWeDen  +46.8.857264  info@artaddiction.se  www.artaddiction.se

gallery Portfolio 

1996 ”Addictions”, The 1st int’l small graphic Art exhibition sweden

1996 contemporary italian Art, Art Addiction stockholm sweden

1996 The 4th int’l exhibition of miniature Art stockholm sweden

1996 hanna barak engel, individual exhibition stockholm sweden

1997 ”femina” int’l small forms Open exhibition sweden

1997 ”graphic Addictions”, The 4th int’l graphic Art exhibition sweden

1997 ”World of Art”, Art Addiction int’l Drawing competition sweden

1997 ”most Talented Artist”, Art Addiction 1st international prize sweden

1997 contemporary italian Art stockholm sweden

1997 The 5th int’l exhibition of miniature Art stockholm sweden

1997 The 4th int’l female Artist’s Art Annual stockholm sweden

1998 ”A better World for our children”international exhibition sweden

1998 ”masks in venice 1” Annual exhibition palazzo correr venice italy

1998 The 1st Autumn Annual in venice palazzo correr venice italy

1998 The 5th int’l female Artist’s Art Annual stockholm sweden

1998 elizabeth maxwell hill /uk, solo exhibition palazzo correr venice 

1999 The 1st spring Annual in venice palazzo correr venice italy

2001 The 6th int’l female Artist’s Art Annual stockholm sweden

1999 ”masks in venice 2” Annual exhibition piccola galleria correr venice 

1999 The 2nd Autumn Annual in venice palazzo correr, venice italy

1999  2000 franco verdi /italy, solo virtual exhibition, Art Addiction 

1999  2001 Alyce Ritti /usA,solo virtual exhibition, Art Addiction 

2000  2001 Raymond hampton /usA, solo virtual exhibition, Art Addiction 

2000 The 2nd spring Annual in venice palazzo correr venice italy

2000 ”masks in venice 3” Annual exhibition palazzo correr venice italy

2000  ”ART internet” Art Addiction virtual gallery 

2001 The 5th int’l graphic Art exhibition, Art Addiction virtual gallery 

2001 The 7th int’l female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction virtual gallery 

2001 The 6th int’l exhibition of miniature Art, Art Addiction virtual  gallery 

ART ADDicTiOn   dIrEcTor peTRu rUSSU
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henRik sZyDLOWski

ABoVE: Mr. gOLDmAn in A gOOD mOOD

1999 oIl on cAnVAS

100 x 75 cM, 39½ x 29½ In. 

lEfT PAgE: LunATic fROm The fOReign fieLD

1999 oIl on cAnVAS 

100 x 75 cM, 39½ x 29½ In. 



ABoVE: mOOnLighT cReATuRe in cOLOuRfuL sOcks

1999 oIl on cAnVAS

75 x 100 cM, 29½ x 39½ In. 

BEloW: LiOn sTRing puppeT On The gReen sAvAnnAh

1999 oIl on cAnVAS

75 x 100 cM, 29½ x 39½ In. 

The first word that comes 
to mind on entering the 
gallery is BRILLIANT! 
It’s a natural response to 
the color, concept and 
imagery of Szydlowski’s 
artwork. The next 
response is a smile, one 
born from the sense of 
joy and wonderment that 
overtakes us. It’s no sur-
prise this artist has been 
awarded honors, prizes 
and kudos from around the 
world. His art is original, 
excellently produced and 
presented, and communi-
cates to the heart, mind, 
imagination, and aesthetic 
of everyone.
After the eve gets used to 
the dazzling hues we find 
it hard to disengage from 
the fascinating imagery. 
Suggestions of fish, fowl, 
flowers and faces collide 
with painted patterns or 
dance on gold and silver 
leaf to the music of the 
spheres. Even the catalogue 
list offers another dose 
of delight with titles such 
as Chicken Halloween 
or Happy Man With The 
Colorful Sock on Magical 
Creatures On the Moonlit 
Meadow. There’s only one 
thing left to do, jump into 
the magic and enjoy the 
experience.
Szydlowski’s work may at 
first appear as compila-
tions of K lee, Picasso and 
the geometric abstraction 
of Kandinsky but to see 
only these influences is to 
deny this artist due respect. 
Each image is truly unique 
as the artist employs 
motifs that come from 
his own store of symbols. 
Stylized palm trees, bird-
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ABoVE: mAgic bRiDge in The hOT ciTy

1999 oIl on cAnVAS 

94,5 x 150 cM, 37¼ x 59 In. 

lEfT PAgE: LunATic fROm The fOReign fieLD

1999 oIl on cAnVAS 

100 x 75 cM, 39½ x 29½ In. 

BEloW: LAnDscApe WiTh The ReD hOuse AnD The gReen meADOW

1999 oIl on cAnVAS 

75 x 100 cM, 29½ x 39½ In.

beaks, eves, split circles 
and triangles are arranged 
in a myriad of patterns to 
be interpreted differently in 
each composition by every 
viewer.
In both the large and small 
format, Szydlowski creates 
exuberant images of visual 
interplay between figure 
and ground. He respects 
the surface of his paintings 
by employing vibrant colors 
and patterns of interest. 
Black line is used to draw 
sufficient information 
suggestive of one object 
then moves on to hint at 
another, before the first is 
secured in the mind. And 
figures are based on pup-
pets, those inanimate forms 
that are enlivened only by 
an individual infusing them 
with their own identity. 
With all this Szvdlowski is 
able to hold the door to the 
imagination ~vide open so 
we easily go from the real 
to the surreal and back.
Here one painting provides 
a multitude of images for 
the viewer. Each composi-
tion can be read differently 
every time we view it as 
we re-interpret the parts 
to read as a new whole. 
For example on my initial 
approach to Lunatics From 
The World 0f My Imagina-
tion I found a Harlequin, a 
man chewing on a piece of 
straw, and other wonders 
while on the second view-
ing of the same painting 
there was a chicken, fish 
swimming in a field of 
blue-green grass, and the 
roof of my neighbor’s 
house.
Get to this exhibition and 
let your imagination go 
on a carefree ride through 
Szydlowski’s serendipity 
all the while knowing it is 
artistically secure. 

ART in AusTRALiA
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panoramas of blustering squalls, nevertheless, 

there is a rudimentary mark of gestural images, 

firm structure, and a naturalistic style.

 In the main, for Bobbie Burgers, her works of 

art are wholly connected to colour.

michAeL kiLLen
kennys gALLeRy
gALWAy iReLAnD
 Sculptor Michael killen 
disseminates a classical 
antiquated idiosyncrasy 
through his works of art. 
After spending four years 
studying sculpture in 
dunlaoghaire School of 
Art, (co.dublin, Ireland), 
the artist had obtained a 
scholarship issued from the 
Italian government in order 
to extend his education 
in Italy at the Academy of 
fine Arts (florence). 
Thenceforth, Michael relocated to Pietrasanta, 
a town situated in the carrara/lucca region. 
It was here, that Michael killen mastered the 
stone-carving technique from the giannoni family 
in their workshop on the Via Aurelia.
resettling back in Ireland, the sculptor secured 
his workshop in Malahide co., dublin. A 
majority of his artistic proficiency is within 
the sphere of wood, stone, bronze, and 
graphic materials.
Michael killen’s commissions range from large 
public pieces and small private collections. 
Possessing an aptitude to portray each and 
every mien of life, Michael probes into the 
motifs of the great famine of Ireland, Modern 
life, Music, and Wildlife.
Inspired by the Italian renaissance sculptor 
donatello, there is a lyrical semblance existing 
in Michael’s art. Even though the sculptor 
is not imitating donatello, the freedom of 
movement contrived by the renaissance master 
is apparent, for instance, children Playing and 
cantoria (donatello). of course, the time frame 
and style is dissimilar. nonetheless, the two artists 
display the same exquisite figural interaction, 
unity, and flowing movement. 
At present, Michael killen is working on a 
commission for a fourteenth century norman 
castle in Swords (co.dublin). The project is 
to gradually restore the citadel. on the other 
hand, killen’s task is to design and carve six 
grotesque animal heads for a five-foot span 
chandelier and secondly, to decorate the three 
beams which have a head at each end.
The two works of art can be viewed at kennys 
gallery (galway, Ireland). Michael killen’s 
forthcoming exhibition at kennys gallery shall not 
be announced until october 2002.

addition, still and moving pictures elucidate 

human nature in a transcendent manner. 

This form of art opens the cimmerian region 

admidst the physical and psyche captured 

in a single frame.

 natalie kovacs seizes upon the optical 

segments of video and photographic dialogue 

side by side with personal observation. By 

utilizing still photography and loop frame grabs, 

the artist intersperses a metaphorical exhibition 

of emotional closeness and distance.

 In conversation, the spectator is compelled 

to enter the level of awareness in which the 

intercommunication between the conscious 

and subconscious obtain access to these 

realms of possibility.

 Video projections and light boxes challenge 

each other with frozen and moving pictures. In 

this case, kovacs manipulates focus and freeze 

by employing the reflective and binary procedure 

with her camera.

 The point of 

convergence In conversation 

is the conception of human 

prospects, affinity, and 

fortitude within a captured 

image.
“Moving and still pictures 
is the  Visual meeting 
place of The Self and the 
documented reflection of 
the mortal Soul.”

FROM NEAR AND FAR
bObbie buRgeRs
bAux-ix gALLeRy

TOROnTO cAnADA

dignified in their soothing 

and monochromatic palette 

scheme, the canvases of 

Vancouver artist, Bobbie 

Burgers can be characterized 

as being: “An image that will 

flicker into my minds eye 

like sheets of colour, wild, 

loose-charcoal drawings, 

delicious drips of paint, thick 

heavy brushstrokes…shaping 

into paintings that juxtapose what one sees 

from a closer viewpoint to that of a faraway 

image.” (-Bobbie Burgers).

 A breadth of unconstrained wakefulness 

sweeps over Storm Passing in association with 

Watching The Tempest (Winslow Homer). Both 

painters bring into substance an unfolding 

tale where the spectator is apt to compose 

the next stage, off the canvas.

 Even if Burgers and Homer portray opposite 

ESSENCE OF AN ACTUAL 
WORLD
TRAcey TARLing 
bAu-xi gALLeRy
uppeR gALLeRy

TOROnTO cAnADA
“…In their vivid coloring of life,
As in that fleeting, shadows, misty strife
Of semblance with reality, which brings
To the delirious eye, more lovely things
Of Paradise and Love-and all our own…”

Edgar Allan Poe / Dreams
Tracey Tarling accents the 

cimmerian region, the twilight 

division between the physical 

body and the existence of 

the psyche, in the works of 

art. In her strive for the idyllic 

essential attributes of reality, 

the artist has seized upon the 

subliminal recurrent nature of 

Mankind where daily activity 

is interspersed with slumber 

and repose.

 Tarling paints with oil, solvent transfers, 

charcoal, and graphite on plaster and wood. 

This permits the artist to experiment with 

intangible aqueous depictions “like the single 

celled creatures and plants floating in the 

murky, liquid pool of my paintings…Time 

has its way. Time what calls rain the fall 

through fingers, no matter how tightly we 

hold watery truth. In the remembering, we 

begin to forget.” 

 In fact, Tracey’s aesthetic notion is not 

dissimilar from Victorian British painter, Eleanor 

Vere Boyle (1825-1916). And A neglected 

looking-glass (1868), this whimsical, yet 

enchanting canvas offers a view of a broken 

glass nestled between an odd assortment of 

crawling ivy, dead foliage, a peacock feather, 

microscopic insects, gossamer wings of a 

moth, and the reflection of a mouse. Both 

Boyle and Tarling (Within Sleep flight:dialogues 

Between rest and light) achieve realism 

to a high degree of intense magnitude in 

watercolour (Eleanor Vere Boyle) and mixed 

media (Tracey Tarling) that their images conjure 

an enhanced level of fantasy.

IN CONVERSATION
nATALie kOvAcs
AngeLL gALLeRy

TOROnTO cAnADA

 The aesthetic rendition of photographic art 

has unveiled the sophistry of racial, cultural, 

and numinous ambient circumstances. In 

RevieW Of exhibiTiOns

by Tamara Pasztor

And A nEglEcTEd
 lookIng-glASS

WATErcoloUr, 1868
15.2 cM x 11.4 cM

onE TIME
AcrYlIc on cAnVAS, 2001 
32 x 24 In

THE SWIMMEr
BronZE, 2001
28x24 cM

WHIcH WAY ArE 
YoU goIng To?

dUrATrAnS PHoTogrAPH 
In lIgHTBox, 2001

24” x 30” 
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commerce, and subliminal messages that cater 

to the consumer-driven masses.

Taking bits of tape, found texts, and other 

components, Butler rephotographs the 

“advertisements” in order to, “bring them 

back to their seductive and easily consumed 

medium of glossy photography.”

Within the same breath, Paul Butler suggests, 

“viewers can’t appreciate art unless it’s 

spoon fed to them in the same form as 

mass media. All I can say in response is: 

This is intentional.”

MAGNUM
OuR TuRning WORLD
LOuisiAnA museum Of mODeRn ART

humLebAek DenmARk

The camera evolved into 

a substantial instrument 

of reform through the 

photodocumentary in which 

the personal lives of people 

was brought forth in a 

pictorial essay. Inside 

the parameters of social 

movements, photography 

effectuated the harsh 

realities of poverty, plague, 

and mayhem. 

Most specifically, this exhibition marks the 

fiftieth anniversary of the Magnum Photo 

Agency. Subsequent to World War II Magnum 

Photos was initiated by Henri cartier-Bresson, 

george rodger, david “chimi” Seymor, and 

robert capa. At present, the organization 

incorporates approximately fifty-five members 

and headquarters situated in Paris, london, 

Tokyo, and new York.

four-hundred images accentuate three 

significant themes: Persistent rituals (religious 

and modern conventions), chronicle of chaos 

(a broadening viewpoint of the Balkan warfare, 

rwanda, Middle East, and gulf War), and 

Aesthetics of daily life (endorsement of 

commonplace events). The display spans from 

traditional war reportage to expressionistic 

representations of physical existence.

In contextual relationship to Magnum-our 

Turning World, a small exhibit of photographic 

works by Joachim ladefoged, a recent 

member of the Magnum cooperative presents 

an anthology of tabulated pictures from 

Albania. ranging from deprivation to political 

dissolution of the Balkans, ladefoged won 

international acclaim on the basis of his 

book, Albanians.

Seizing upon a journalistic modus operandi, 

the Magnum Agency illustrates the light and 

dark facets of human nature. from an abstract 

standpoint, contemporary photographers 

during his extensive sojourn in every part of 

canada, John doyle integrated photographic 

records and subjective recollections to create 

his works of art. This is the artist’s second 

solo exhibition.

 There is nothing quite as inspirational as the 

serenity of the mountain. In Silcote corners, 

georgian Bay, doyle formulates a demonstrative 

setting in which the spectator experiences 

the moisture laden and refreshing climate. 

clouds drifting below jagged peaks and 

verdant wilderness impart a soothing effect 

upon the soul.

 A genesis of brilliant colour, orange Tree, Mill 

Park Pond is a clever stratospheric and swirling 

visual effects that can barely be imagined by an 

individual not familiar with this part of the country, 

shall be perceived as commonplace. Indeed, 

it is a challenge to capture these moments 

on canvas.

The Wanderer is reminiscent 

of a walk out-of-doors, where 

every sporadic line and 

colour metamorphosizes 

into thickly foliaged willow 

trees, twisting footpath, 

ref lect ive water, and 

a luminous firmament 

peeking out from tangle of 

greenwood.

THE POSITIVE MENTAL 
ATTITUDE SERIES
pAuL buTLeR
AngeLL gALLeRy

TOROnTO cAnADA
It allows me to recycle 
the garbage of mass media 
to comment on the 
overwhelming amount of 
visual information we 
consume everyday (Paul 
Butler)
A plum-tinted stratosphere 

blanketed with white, fluffy 

clouds softens an autumnal 

sunset reflected upon a 

serene pond. on the left side of the photograph, 

a protest of scotch tape secures an optimistic 

slogan taken from an advertisement. 

The creativeness of Paul Butler is reminiscent 

of the eighties photo-based art of Barbara 

kruger and david Wojnarowicz. In this instance, 

the artist is utilizing collage, painting, and 

photograph in order to defy categorization. 

nonetheless, Butler prefers to work in collage, 

“mainly because of it’s accessibility and 

immediacy.” 

Also, it is imperative for the spectator to reach 

the psychological zenith of social reality from which 

stems the rapid genesis of technology, science, 

PAUl BUTlEr
gET A MoVE on
2001

RevieW Of exhibiTiOns

MINDSCAPES
seLmA mccORmAck
kennys gALLeRy

gALWAy iReLAnD

 Artist Selma Mccormack utilizes her eminent, 

articulate representational style as a conduit 

for delving into the formal relationships of 

colour, texture, shape, and line in order to 

confabulate upon the question of abstract 

expressionism. Then again, there is a hint of 

romano-celtic art.

 A native to galway, Ireland, Selma began to 

sculpt in the 1980’s and has exhibited in the 

oireachthas, r.H.A, Iontas, claremorris, r.U.A., The 

caldwell, dublin (1991), carroll langford (1994), 

American Embassy (1996), and The kenny gallery, 

galway (1995, 1998, and 2001).

 Someplace In St.Anne’s is an intonation 

of Post-Impressionism. In spite of the fact 

that Mccormack’s fluid brushwork omits 

quintessential detail, nevertheless the painting 

transmits an entirety of the scene through 

a pastel palette.

 Horse and rider conveys an inkling of the 

romano-celtic period. The artist’s ceramic 

piece can be paralleled to the Study of a Male 

deity and Tombstone of a cavalryman. Upon 

examination, the facial features of both the rider 

(Horse and rider) and the male romano-celtic 

celestial being are similar by the long, straight 

nose, high (almost Etruscan) bone structure, 

and bulbous eyes. Hypothetically speaking, 

the cavalry motif, prominent in romano-celtic 

funerary relief, for instance, Tombstone of a 

cavalryman is palpable from the detached, 

nonchalant stance and the creation of their 

own space.

NEW PAINTINGS
JOhn DOyLe
gALLeRy One

TOROnTO cAnADA
Nature is a constant in our lives that can give 
us a different perspective in an ever-changing 
world and as a constant, it can reconnect us 
back through time. John Doyl
A virtuoso of stirring landscape canvases, this 

master painter ensnares the quintessence of 

the natural realm with critical observation and 

a vigorous palette. 

 MoUrnfUl rETUrn
16 x 19 cM

cErAMIc/ 2001

HorSE And rIdEr
15 x 18 x 7 cM
cErAMIc /2001

orAngE TrEE, MIll PArk 
Pond, 2000
AcrYlIc on cAnVAS
16 x 16”

TokYo METro, 1996
gUEorgUI PInkHASSoV
PHoTogrAPH
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erstwhile sounds and sights of silver spoons 

clinking on fine china, music, conversation, 

honour, shame, gaslight radiating upon 

cobblestones, and where the end justifies 

the means.

neutralizing light and colour, Seding brings 

depth and totality into being. His uniformity 

of style and subject is suggestive of german 

new objectivity photography.

devoid of people, the structures articulate 

humans as denizens of 

architectural space.

Velker Seding, born in 

1943, Berlin, germany 

emigrated to canada in 

1966. from 1961-1964, 

Velker studied photography 

and cinematography under 

Master photographer 

klaus Berger, Since 1975, 

Seding has been working 

as an artist.

NORTHWEST PASSAGE
pAT fAiRheAD
gALLeRy One

TOROnTO

Enlightened by her August 

1999 historical westward 

course taken by explorers 

franklin and Amundsen in 

search of a route across the 

Arctic ocean, Pat fairhead, 

on a russian icebreaker, 

beheld the hard-edged 

canadian wintry landscape 

barely rippled by time from 

lancaster Sound and Bylat 

Island.

 It is evident by the glowing palette and 

phantasmagoric light effects that the voyage, 

not the destination, becomes a source of 

wonderment and insatiable curiosity.

 In a sense, northwest Passage is an exhibition 

that discards the brambles of our preconceptions 

and in discovering the genuine enigma of each 

place, to recall that Mankind is an extension 

of the natural domain.

 The sequence of canvases have been 

assembled like a mosaic, with pieces collected 

and fitted. Alas, the paintings are tokens of shards 

of chronicled beauty and layers scraped away 

to disclose a fragile panorama.

 Born in England, Pat fairhead relocated to 

canada as young child. for an approximate 

thirty-five years, she has been an exhibiting 

artist and obtained a Master of Arts from 

goddard college, Vermont. fairhead is a 

member of the royal canadian Academy of Art, 

the Arts and letters club of Toronto, and the 

William Shakespeare, 
The Tempest / Act V, Epilogue

centralizing her works of art within the literary 

devices of the classical faerie tale, Edith 

Stipl distills the juncture of seduction, 

folly, and impulsive reaction on the part of 

the protagonist trekking across unsettling 

cerebral landscapes. 

 The supernatural empire of faeries appear 

as a secure haven to visit in juxtaposition to 

the complexities of the global ecosystem. 

Albeit, the faerie tale genre is a metaphorical 

representation of the nefarious primeval 

human psyche and the perpetual curiosity 

for nature.

 Mystical woodlands and faerie folk present 

the physical manifestation of enchantment. 

for the most part, the antagonists portrayed in 

the narrative flit from sensation to sensation. 

Inherently shallow, the opponent[s] gratify their 

lust for sights, sounds, smells, and emotions 

vicariously. fascinated by mortals, the 

beings mimick and imitate every nuance 

of human life by luring their prey into 

faerie mounds.

 on the contrary, Stipl does not exude the 

psychological and corporeal facets of the 

faerie tale; rather, it is the subconscious 

fulfillment for an escapist province of the 

fantastical. Time, history, and the fable 

are suspended.

 “I’m not searching for folly in fairy tales 

as goya, Bruegheland, and Bosh did in life, 

especially in los disparates by goya. He 

found the folly present in 

every social and mental 

environment between 

rich and poor, good and 

evil, healthy and sick…” 

States Edith Stipl.

 In all, the true sorcery 

of the faerie tale is that 

our post-modern culture 

has remained ensnared 

by the whimsical.

ARCHITECTURE SERIES
vOLkeR seDing
sTephen buLgeR gALLeRy

TOROnTO

Evoking nostalgic recollections, isolation, 

and facets of humanities personality, german 

photographer Volker Seding pinpoints urban 

architectural vacancy as an epilogue for 

‘human portraits’.

With a hushed stillness, the edifices recount 

tales of the past inhabitants. Time and place 

is blazoned by hazy environmental factors. 

Illumination is discarded. from a quixotic 

point of view, a spectator may harken to the 

RevieW Of exhibiTiOns

ndScAPE (TWo TrEES And 
WATEr), 2000

oIl on cAnVAS
36 x 36 IncHE

dEVon ISlAnd, nUnAVAT
WATErcoloUr, 2000
46 x 50”

can be paralleled to cultural Anthropologists 

whose study of the Homo Sapiens Sapiens is 

connected to interrelationships, environment, 

and behaviour as a species.

THE ADVENTURE CONTINUES
NEW PAINTINGS
RiDuAn TOmkins
gALLeRy One

TOROnTO

 Thought-provoking and 

refined, the paradoxical 

elegance of artist riduan 

Tomkins brings to the forefront 

a statement that appears to 

be selfcontradictory upon 

the surface, on the other 

hand, is true. 

 Born in England, Tomkins 

relocated to canada in 1980 

in order to teach at the 

University of guelph. Thence, 

his profession brought him to 

the nova Scotia college of Art and design. for 

the entirety of the nineties, riduan became 

senior lecturer in Painting at the University 

of canterbury, located in new Zealand before 

returning to canada in 1997. At present, 

Tomkins is residing in Jakarta, Indonesia, 

engaging in a new project.

 Well-traveled like a national geographic 

Journalist on assignment, riduan has exhibited 

abroad, including the White chapel Art gallery 

(England), Betty Parsons gallery (new York), and 

Belloc lawndes gallery (chicago). His canvases 

can be viewed at The chase Manhattan Bank 

(new York), The Auckland city Art of new 

Zealand, University of Toronto, McMaster 

Museum of Art, Saatchi and Saatchi.

 The works of art displayed at gallery one 

integrate human types specified as reference 

points. There is a directed perspective that 

leads the eye to the interior of the painting 

and experience the vivacious palette. At same 

moment, the canvas metamorphosizes into 

an illusionistic vast expanse.

 This technique of artistry is difficult to 

achieve and fool the spectator into believing 

that the picture goes on and on without 

limitation.

FOLLY TALES
eDiTh sTipL
AngeLL gALLeRy

TOROnTO
“Gentle breath of yours my sails
Must fill, or else my project fails,
Which was to please.
Now I want spirits to enforce, art to enchant…” 

nocTUrnAlIA II
2000 oIl on lInEn
24” x 17”

12 PrAdo, HAVAnA, cUBA
PrInTEd MArcH, 2000

SEPIA TonEd SIlVEr gElATIn
31 x 20”
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and the interaction with other layers of pigment. 

on the contrary, the subdued tonality of the 

picture approaches monochrome in order 

to leave the design incomplete. At the same 

moment, the result is a surface so alive 

and vivacious.

 The dramatis personae of Untitled is 

reminiscent of the paradisiacal imagery of 

franz Marc’s fighting forms. In a comparative 

analysis, both works of art depict a dense 

network of broken lines, rough textures, angular 

forms, and rapid brushstrokes that are charged 

with emotion. Then again, the striking palette 

of Marc is dissimilar to the solemn quality that 

Tom Hodgson utilizes. Albeit, the hypersensitive 

features of Untitled assume a witness to the 

truth, a visionary, and the reality of inner 

experiences.

 A founding member of the Painters Eleven 

(1950’s) and veteran of abstractism, Tom 

Hodgson composed paintings into the mid-1990s. 

This exhibition incorporates his works on 

paper and canvas from the mid-1980s through 

to the mid-1990s.

ROAD, WALL, AND DOOR
sARinDAR DhALiWAL
eDWARD DAy gALLeRy

TOROnTO

dynamic hues and cultural 

references to the East abound 

in this exhibition in which 

multimedia artist Sarindar 

dhaliwal takes the spectator 

upon an exotic journey 

through traditional and 

contemporary India. Walls, 

streets, textures, and fabric are 

the fragmented recollections 

of dhaliwal at the age of 

three, before her relocation 

to london, England created 

through large-scale prints, prints on Thailand 

Birdnest paper, hand-coloured prints, and a 

site-specific installation.

 Sardinar graduated from the falmouth School 

of Art (cornwall, England) with a Bachelor of 

fine Arts Honours degree. In 1990. dhaliwal 

displayed her works at the Edmonton Art 

gallery, or gallery (Vancouver, British columbia). 

and The Art gallery of Peterborough. Her solo 

exhibition, The castle of disparity situated at 

the Woman’s Art resource centre (Toronto) in 

1996 won the artist critical acclaim, including 

the installation Hey, Hey Paula, a dual exhibition 

at the koffler gallery (Toronto).

 dhaliwal’s works of art reside in the Walter 

Philips gallery (Alberta) and the Agnes Etherington 

Art centre (kingston, ontario).

canadian Society of Painters in Watercolour. Her 

works of art can be found in private, corporate, 

and public collections in north America and 

abroad. This is the artist’s second solo exhibition 

at gallery one, Toronto.
“A good traveller has no fixed plans and is not 
intent on arriving.” Lao Tzu, 570-490 BC

LANDSCAPE AND STILL LIFE
pAT seRvice 
gALLeRy One

TOROnTO

 consecrating herself 

with incorporeal milieu 

of the firmament, light, 

atmosphere, and colour, 

Pat Service articulates a 

whisper of sentimentality for 

the natural landscape.  Bolder, 

broader, and compelling 

the brushstrokes can be 

equated to romantic artist 

Joseph Mallard William 

Turner, whose renowned 

landscape compositions are solely based 

upon substantiality and aim at unrestrained 

effects. Even though Buoyed lake(Service) 

and landscape With distant river And Bay 

(Turner) are disparate in design; nevertheless the 

unrestrained, interminable brushwork is obvious. 

Both painters intonate a quixotic glimpse into 

the realm of landscape genre.

Pat Service studied at the glasgow School 

of Art (Scotland) and is a graduate of the 

University of British columbia. Service has 

attended the Emma lake Artist’s Workshops. 

Since 1972, Pat has resided and worked 

in Vancouver.

Her paintings can be found in private and 

corporate collections throughout canada, 

United States, Europe, and Asia.

TOm hODgsOn
chRisTOpheR cuTTs gALLeRy

TOROnTO

 lyrical and interpenetrating 

crystalline forms appearing 

as jagged pieces of stained 

glass dash across the 

energetic canvases and 

works on paper created by 

Tom Hodgson. Every stroke 

evokes the cataclysmic 

forces that overwhelm the 

sphere of abstraction.

 The transcription of Burnt 

orange can be unraveled as maintaining 

the actual shapes visible within the internal 

dynamics of his material and process: the 

speed, direction of it’s impact upon the canvas, 

MIrrorEd
AcrYlIc And oIl
34 x 34”
2000

THE SHAMANIC EXPERIENCE
JAne Ash pOiTRAs
miRA gODARD gALLeRy

TOROnTO 
“Our constitution does not 
copy the laws of neighbouring 
Nations. We are rather a 
pattern to others than imitators 
ourselves.”  
Elders #5 (2000)
Artist Jane Ash Poitras utilizes 

her eminent, articulate 

representational style as 

a conduit for delving into 

the reconstruction process 

of identity, traditional cree 

iconography, text, and personal history in order 

to confabulate upon the question of social 

adaptation pertaining to the nations.

 collage, painterly gestures, newspaper 

photographs linked to the cree, Blackfoot, 

and navajo communicates directly to the 

north American Indians. 

Poitras’ paintings can be equated to the 

legendary grecian loom of destiny. Safeguarded 

by the Three fates, the weaving machine 

intertwined each thread with the life of a mortal. 

In comparison, the artist has descried this 

antique component by employing the collage 

technique to her lyrical vision. 

Each image and object is systematically 

compiled like a finely woven carpet spun 

from the loom. culture, mythology, language, 

family, spirituality, and at intervals, the future 

springs forth from the canvas. 

Indeed, Jane Ash Poitras through her 

experience and sagaciousness has achieved 

the manifestation of a fiery passion for 

her heritage.

Born in fort chipewyan, Alberta, the artist has 

obtained a Bachelor degree in Microbiology, 

BfA Printmaking (University of Alberta) and 

a MfA in Printmaking (columbia University, 

new York city). Her works of art has been 

displayed within canada, the United States, 

and abroad.

Jane Ash Poitras’ paintings can be found 

in numerous public, corporate, and private 

collections in north America, the Brooklyn 

Museum, columbia University, national 

gallery of canada, national gallery of 

ottawa, canadian Museum of civilization, 

Vancouver Art gallery, Art gallery of ontario 

(Toronto), and the McMichael canadian 

Art collections.

WEAVIng drEAMS*
MIxEd MEdIA on cAnVAS
36 x 24” 
1999

BUrnT orAngE, 1989
AcrYlIc on cAnVAS
67” x 80 1”

SArdInAr dHAlIWAl
IndIAn BIllBoArd
50” x 50”
2001

TAmARA pAsZTOR IS A 
frEElAncE crITIc BASEd In ToronTo

RevieW Of exhibiTiOns
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SPECTACULAR BODIES
The ART AnD science 
Of The humAn bODy 
fROm LeOnARDO DA 
vinci TO nOW
hAyWARD gALLeRy

LOnDOn engLAnD

www.hayward-gallery.org.uk

 Exploration of the secrets of the 

natural world and the 

complex system of 

the human anatomy 

have captivated 

phys ic ians  and 

scholars for centuries. 

from the Medieval 

and renaissance 

period, artists often 

looked upon the 

human torso as a 

figure of creative 

inspiration. Twentieth-

century artisans 

still consider the 

Homo Sapien Sapien 

skeletal framework 

as a visual art. 

 This exhibit ion 

features treasures from eighty museums 

and collections that incorporate paintings 

and drawings by leonardo da Vinci, 

rembrandt, durer, Stubbs and eight 

contemporary artists, for instance, Bill 

Viola and christine Barlard.

 during the seventeenth and eighteenth 

century, the medical profession glorified 

in human dissection and in turn, painters 

depicted dramatic group portraits of the 

surgeons at work. The infamous canvas, 

The Anatomy lecture of dr.nichlaes 

Tulp (1632) created by rembrandt 

Harmenszoon van rijn. Here, rembrandt 

devised a virtuoso performance of 

movement, light, and chiaroscuro. In 

a sense, the spectator is drawn into a 

theatrical atmosphere and observing 

the scalpel brush across the intestines 

of the deceased patient. In this case, 

the Hayward gallery has procured 

another eerie painting of rembrandt, 

Anatomy of dr.deijman (1656). on the 

other hand, human dissections were 

often public events as medicine and 

science progressed.

 With painstaking minute detail, John 

Issac’s video installation piece displays 

footage from the anatomy theatre 

located in Padua and imagery from 

modern hospitals. clashes of two eras 

meet as twenty sculptures exposing 

muscle structure and 

eighteenth-century 

wax models in which a 

network of arteries and 

veins abound. 

 In the next section 

there is Marc Quinn’s 

Eternal Spring (1998) 

where red flowers are 

preserved in frozen 

silicone and a monumental 

spinal column encased in 

blown glass by katherine 

dawson introduces the 

second part to the show-

human features.

 The examination of 

human emotion and 

character has gripped 

scientists and artists. 

In theory, the state of 

mind and character is epitomized in 

facial expression. This compelling 

topic of outward manifestations is 

demonstrated in the works of art by 

franz xavier Messerschmidt whose 

alabaster and lead heads (1775) 

greet their audience with a 

scowl, durer’s celebrated 

Melancholia (1514) , and 

Tony oursler’s crying doll 

(1995).

 categorizing character 

types by physical appearance 

in the nineteenth-century 

resulted in the formation of 

the Edinburgh Phrenological 

Society. Eight head casts 

of criminals and prominent 

men are displayed in this 

exhibition. Amongst the 

casts are Burke and Hare, 

the illustrious grave robbers. 

Also, head measuring devices invented 

by francis galton in an attempt to justify 

that the measurement of head size and 

intelligence is possible to distinguish 

human nature. Photographic portraits of 

inmates at Millbank Prison and Bethlam 

asylum are set side by 

side with gericault’s The 

kidnapper (1821-1824), 

part of the insane 

portrait series.

 American artist 

Beth B’s. installation 

incorporates films of 

hysterical women, 

wax models, and 

nineteenth-century 

restraining devices whilst 

giving a lecture based 

upon the practices of 

dr.charcot.

lEfT And ABoVE: lEonArdo dA VIncI
drAWIng of THE TorSo And THE ArMS
froM THE AnAToMIcAl noTEBookS
dATE UnknoWn

lEfT And cEnTEr: THEodorE gErIcAUlT
MAdWoMAn
dATE UnknoWn

lEfT And BoTToM: AlBrEcHT dUrEr
MElAncHolIA
1514.

ABoVE: rEMBrAndT HArMEnSZoon VAn rIJn
THE AnAToMY lEcTUrE of dr.nIcolAES TUlP
1632

RevieW Of exhibiTiOnsby Tamara Pasztor



A n n E  d E  S U è d E

Just As Sad

1999 mixed media

roughly 27 x 25 cm

10½ x 9¾ in. 

The Birth of Tragedy

2000 mixed media

roughly 22 x 33 cm

8½ x 13 in. 

 Anne De suèDe bAnéRgATAn 53, se-11522 sTOckhOLm sWeDen 

Tel +46 8 662 64 46 Mobil +46 070 4930774 E-mail: kohler@beta.telenordia.se  Web: www.artaddiction.se/anne.htm
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eDiTh suchODReW /gErMAnY ARTisTic pROfiLe 

right: Aus der Serie: 

Blau und golden

nº xxxIV

2001 computer graphic

cm. 10x10cm / in. 4x4

Below: Venezianische Phantasie

Blau und golden

2000 computer graphic

cm. 9,1x9,1cm / in. 3½x3½ 

art addiction VirtUal gallery T.&f. +46 8 85.72.64
Info@ArTAddIcTIon.SE
WWW.ArTAddIcTIon.SE

cReATive 
ARTisT

Born in Eupatoria, Edith 
Suchodrew graduated  

from the Latvian 
Academy of Arts as a 

Graphic Artist.
In the course of time 

and through her artistic 
activities, she has always 

developed in many 
directions of art. As a 

graduated graphic artist, 
Edith has created 

highly-appreciated 
etchings, lithographic, 

and drawings.
 With deep interest 140 

bookplates were created 
by the artist for many 

different famous 
persons. More than 50 

booksplates were shown 
in a solo exhibition in 

Aachen 1992-1993, 
where she has lives since 

1991.
As a graphic artist Edith 

Suchodrew has created  
designs and illustrations 
for more than 40 books,   

drawings for 
newspapers and 

magazines.
With oil painting 

continues a colored 
period, which takes a 

new way with computer 
graphic, animation and 

watercolors after the 
“black and white” 

period.
Her watercolors are 
united in series and 
variable themes of 
landscape novels, 

symphony of the woods, 
arcs of Byzantine, circles 
of life, fantastic realities 

and others.
Works from Edith 

Suchodrew are in the 
ownership of Museums 

and private owners in 
many countries.

For the past 25 years, 
since her first exhibition 

in 1974, Edith 
Suchodrew has been 

artistically active.
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pALmi mARZAROLi /SITZErlAnd ARTisTic pROfiLe 

Above: Paysage chromatique

2000 Ink on paper

cm. 60x80 / in. 23½x31½

right: Soleil d’Automne

2000 Ink on paper

cm. 24x31 / in. 9½x12½

WORks

The work of Palmi 
Marzaroli is 
characterized by the 
strong expression of its 
China ink colors. 
Although taking his 
inspiration mainly from 
reality (landscapes, still 
lives, figures), Marzaroli 
do nor limit to it, 
reducing to the essential 
the naturalistic and 
descriptive aspects.
In its paints are 
essentially prevailing the 
colors mote than 
description itself. The 
primary colors rise in 
their splendor prevailing 
on the content and 
suggesting strong 
emotions.
Paints from Marzaroli 
are in fact very often 
a symphony of which 
tones obtained from 
clever dosing of 
shadings prevail on 
tonality, breaking the 
objectives of the visual 
perception into 
aggregates of colors, 
sending the spectator 
back to his sensibility, 
as if participant to the 
happiness of creating, 
and giving him the 
chance through the 
colors, of a double 
experience, of 
interaction between 
external reality and 
interior world.
That is why “Italian 
landscapes”, “flower 
pots” or figures of 
oldsters and playing 
musicians, though 
recognizable, become 
gradually painting 
material, light, emotion 
and finally reflection on 
progressive indifference 
of contemporary men on 
nature and its fellow-
men.
An alienation to which 
only Art can give 
remedy.
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mina minSkaya
ExPloSIon
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D v o r a 
a g r a n o v
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1 0 0  x  7 0  c M  /  3 9 ¼  x  2 7 ½  I n

www.artaddiction.se

MInA MInSkAYA’S media is application, and deep in her heart she is primarily a 

lyrical artist. Her Tel -Aviv exhibition, Möbius Strip, is an emotional and excited 

reaction to tragic events, and her Explosion Series is full of dramatic attitude, which 

is so typical of our compatriots and contemporaries.

Among her latest works there are both dream and Hope. She expresses her ideas 

and feelings in abstract forms, by means of associations and color metaphors, 

thus coming to non-figurative art.

But we can also see the large and laborious composition entitled line 

and color which demonstrates the artist’s interest to self-sufficient 

formal experiments.

MInA MInSkAYA’S works are neither painting, nor graphic; her material is a rather 

non-traditional color plastic. She creates easel mosaics of holistic compositions. 

Among her peculiar artistic characteristics there are the refined feeling of color 

and the mild range of colors. Two compositions attract the particular attention: 

reminiscences of degas and Toulouse-lautrec. Mina longs to reconstruct neither the 

plots nor the style of her favorite artists, but rather the impression, the atmosphere 

of their creative activities, and this associative move proves to be convincing.

minskAyA minA 

13, RAines  sT. ApT 7

95427 JeRusALem

isRAeL

T.+972 9 8826865
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IS dAn MAnEScU’S  ArT, nAMEd BY THE ArTIST 
HIMSElf QUAnTUM ArT A nEW dIrEcTIon of THE 
concEPTUAl ArT?

by dr. WErnEr 
HAlBWEISS

Visual models of probability patterns that derive from 

the Quantum Physics basically compose Manescu’s 

structures.

These structures, re-dimensioned by the artist himself 

in metaphysical symbols, have the tendency to make 

up a secret code in which Manescu’s vision represents 

the key to the new perception of the phenomena. The 

incidents of the phenomena arrive between the material 

and spirit. Manescu’s structures build a bridge between 

the material and spiritual perception and show us things 

that are invisible to our consciousness, but visible to 

our unconsciousness dan Manescu‘s QUAnTUM ArT is a 

new intuition synthesis.

Q U A N T U M  A R T

DAN
MANESCU
REPRESENTED BY

GalleryCorona
Internationale-multikultureille Kunst
Böblingen Germany
T. +49 7031 288 320  F. +49 7031 288 303

fRee infORmATiOn fOR ReADeRs Of

WORLD of ART
fOR eAch yOuR pRefeRences ciRcLe The cORRespOnDing 
numbeR Of The ADveRTiseR On The incLuDeD fRee infORmATiOn 
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Life’s visuAL ARchiTecTuRe
bROnZe, uniQue eDiTiOn

cm. 32 x 27 x 18
in. 12½ x 10½ x 7

2001
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museum 
ludwig köln
ernst ludwig kirchner

haubrich 
collection 
classics modern
may - november 2001

bISChOFSgARTEnSTR. 1, d-50667 KöLn gERmAny  T. 0221-221 /22370   WWW.mUSEEnKOELn.dE/LUdWIg/IndEx.hTmL

Ernst ludwig Kirchner

Weiblicher Halbakt mit Hut

1911 Oil on canvas



MoMA  In thIs suMMer’s bIg exhIbItIon, resIstAnce, ModernA Museet co-operAtes wIth the MuseuM of Modern Art In new York. the exhIbItIon Is bAsed on the MoMA-productIon: the pAth of resIstAnce, whIch shows how Art hAs developed As A polItIcAl And socIAl force, froM the 1960’s tIll todAY. 

inGrid orfali, la CHutE d’aRIaNE/CHallENgE FOR BlOOdY BastaRds, 1986 

MoMA
ThE mUSEUm OF mOdERn ART In nEW yORK
momA mEETS mOdERnA 1960-2000

RESISTAnCE
mOdERn mUSEUm STOCKhOLm 19.5-26.8 2001




